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Abstract We present the most comprehensive global fits to
date of three supersymmetric models motivated by grand uni-
fication: the Constrained Minimal Supersymmetric Standard
Model (CMSSM), and its Non-Universal Higgs Mass gen-
eralisations NUHM1 and NUHM2. We include likelihoods
from a number of direct and indirect dark matter searches, a
large collection of electroweak precision and flavour observ-
ables, direct searches for supersymmetry at LEP and Runs
I and II of the LHC, and constraints from Higgs observ-
ables. Our analysis improves on existing results not only in
terms of the number of included observables, but also in the
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level of detail with which we treat them, our sampling tech-
niques for scanning the parameter space, and our treatment
of nuisance parameters. We show that stau co-annihilation is
now ruled out in the CMSSM at more than 95% confidence.
Stop co-annihilation turns out to be one of the most promis-
ing mechanisms for achieving an appropriate relic density of
dark matter in all three models, whilst avoiding all other con-
straints. We find high-likelihood regions of parameter space
featuring light stops and charginos, making them potentially
detectable in the near future at the LHC. We also show that
tonne-scale direct detection will play a largely complemen-
tary role, probing large parts of the remaining viable param-
eter space, including essentially all models with multi-TeV
neutralinos.
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1 Introduction
Although the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics
has long provided a spectacularly successful description of
physics at and below the electroweak scale, it remains incom-
plete. Explaining dark matter (DM), the asymmetry between
matter and antimatter, the hierarchy between the Planck and
electroweak scales, the origin of the fundamental forces and
charges, or anomalies in low-energy precision and flavour
measurements, requires extending the SM by adding one or
more new particles.
The Minimal Supersymmetric extension of the SM (MSSM)
offers solutions to many of these shortcomings, with substan-
tial implications for dark matter [1–40], the cosmic matter-
antimatter asymmetry [41–43], Higgs physics [44–60], the
unification of gauge forces [61–76], the stability of the elec-
troweak vacuum [77–80], cosmological inflation [81–90],
precision measurements [91–99] and flavor physics [100–
102].
Even though the MSSM framework is predictive, its
Lagrangian terms responsible for softly breaking SUSY con-
tain over a hundred new parameters. This impairs the prac-
tical predictivity of the model. Mediation of supersymme-
try breaking by Planck-scale physics is a popular and viable
motivation for reducing the free parameters to a small num-
ber at the Grand Unified Theory (GUT) scale [103–108].
Here we analyse three scenarios motivated by gravity medi-
ation: the Constrained MSSM (CMSSM) [109] and two of
its Non-Universal Higgs Mass (NUHM1, NUHM2) exten-
sions [110–114].
Opinions differ regarding the phenomenological feasi-
bility of these models, especially the CMSSM. Global fits
of the CMSSM after Run I of the Large Hadron Col-
lider (LHC) indicate that its experimentally-viable param-
eter space has been pushed to regions with superpartners
heavier than 1 TeV. The relic density of DM in these sce-
narios is set by neutralino-stau co-annihilation, resonant
annihilation through a heavy Higgs, or a large Higgsino
component [115–143]. Relaxing the assumption of scalar
soft-mass universality at the GUT scale provides much
more flexible phenomenology [120,134,144–154]. Global
fits of the NUHM1 show that the tension that exists in
the CMSSM between the measured Higgs mass and preci-
sion/flavour observables is reduced due to the decoupling
of the Higgs sector from the squark and slepton sectors,
and a new region of chargino co-annihilation opens up
for dark matter [117,119,120,126,134,145,148]. Extend-
ing the parameter space to the NUHM2 [117,145,148]
relaxes the constraints on the scalar masses even fur-
ther.
In this work we use the GAMBIT framework [155–160]
to scan and assess the viability of the parameter spaces of
each of these three GUT-scale scenarios in detail. We also
carry out a detailed comparison of our results with previous
ones, to understand the impact of the improved theoretical
calculations and updated experimental data that we include,
and as a verification of our new computational framework.
We have also carried out similar analyses of scalar singlet DM
[161] and ‘phenomenological’ (weak-scale) SUSY models
[162] with the GAMBIT framework.
There are several important features of our study that make
it the most definitive exploration of the CMSSM, NUHM1
or NUHM2 to date:
1. We apply the DM relic density constraint as an upper
bound only. This requires that the cosmological density
of the lightest neutralino does not exceed the observed
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density of DM. This is a conservative option from the
point of view of excluding a light mass spectrum, as it
introduces more possibilities for light Higgsino and light
Higgsino-bino DM than in studies where a lower bound
is also applied.
2. We include a significantly higher number of observ-
ables in our combined likelihood than has been done
before. These include rates in multiple direct and indirect
searches for DM, a wide range of LHC sparticle searches
and Higgs observables, and a up-to-date set of flavour
physics observables and electroweak precision measure-
ments.
3. In addition to improving the quantity of data included in
the fit, we have also improved the quality of the typical
simulation treatments, including direct Monte Carlo sim-
ulation of LHC observables during the global fit, event-
level indirect search likelihoods, and direct DM search
limits based on rigorous simulation of the relevant exper-
iments.
4. Using GAMBIT allows us to pursue a thorough theoreti-
cal and statistical approach, where theoretical assump-
tions are consistently treated across different observ-
ables and experimental searches. This includes the accu-
rate treatment, via nuisance parameters, of uncertain-
ties associated with the local DM distribution, nuclear
matrix elements relevant for direct detection, and SM
parameters.
5. GAMBIT includes an interface to Diver [160], a new
scanner based on differential evolution, which provides
significantly improved sampling performance compared
to conventional techniques. This allows us to more
accurately locate and more comprehensively map small
regions of high likelihood.
6. The public, open-source nature of GAMBIT1 makes our
study transparent, reproducible and extendible by the
reader.
In Sect. 2, we introduce the CMSSM, NUHM1 and
NUHM2, along with their parameters, the ranges and pri-
ors over which we vary those parameters, and the algorithms
and settings that we use for sampling them. Section 3 con-
tains a summary of the experimental data, observables and
likelihood calculations that go into each fit. We then present
our results in Sect. 4, before looking at the implications of
our scans for future searches for the models in question, and
concluding in Sect. 5.
All input files, samples and best-fit benchmarks produced
for this paper are publicly accessible from Zenodo [163].
1 http://gambit.hepforge.org.
2 Models and scanning framework
2.1 Model definitions and parameters
From a statistical standpoint, there is no fundamental differ-
ence between models that describe SM physics (and astro-
physics) and physics beyond the SM (BSM). GAMBIT there-
fore treats BSM models on exactly the same footing as mod-
els that describe nuisance parameters, which are designed to
quantify uncertainties on better-constrained quantities. The
only difference is that nuisance models are generally more
strongly constrained by the likelihood than BSM models.
In this paper, we simultaneously sample from four mod-
els in each scan: one GUT-scale SUSY model (CMSSM,
NUHM1 or NUHM2; Sect. 2.1.1), and three specific nui-
sance models. The first nuisance model includes the param-
eters of the SM (Sect. 2.1.2), the second parameterises the
density and velocity distribution of the DM halo (Sect. 2.1.3),
and the third encapsulates the nuclear uncertainties relevant
for DM direct detection (Sect. 2.1.4).
2.1.1 SUSY models
The definitions of the MSSM superpotential and soft-
breaking Lagrangian that we use are specified in Sect. 5.4.3 of
Ref. [155], and we follow the conventions established there.
All the BSM models that we investigate in this paper are
subsets of the GAMBIT model MSSM63atMGUT [155],
which is the most general formulation of the C P-conserving
MSSM, with the soft masses defined at the scale where the
gauge couplings g1 and g2 unify (the GUT scale).
The complexity of the MSSM can be reduced considerably
if one makes simplifying assumptions about the values of the
soft masses at the GUT scale:
CMSSM The soft mass parameters at the GUT scale are
fixed to a universal scalar mass m0, a universal
gaugino mass m1/2 and a universal trilinear coup-
ing A0. The diagonal elements in the sfermion
mass-squared matrices m2Q , m2u , m
2
d , m
2
L and m2e
are set to m20, all off-diagonal elements are set to
zero, and the scalar Higgs mass-squared param-
eters m2Hu and m
2
Hd are set to m
2
0. The gaugino
masses M1, M2 and M3 are set to m1/2 and all tri-
linear couplings, (Au)i j , (Ad)i j and (Ae)i j are set
to A0. Electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB)
conditions fix the soft-breaking bilinear b and the
magnitude of the superpotential bilinear μ at the
SUSY scale. The remaining free parameters in the
Higgs sector are the sign of μ and the ratio of
the vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs
doublets tan β ≡ vu/vd, which is defined at the
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scale m Z . The CMSSM is defined by m0, m1/2,
A0, tan β(m Z ), and sgn(μ).
NUHM1 The GUT-scale constraint on the soft scalar Higgs
masses is relaxed, introducing the additional free
parameter m H . The soft Higgs masses m Hu and
m Hd are not set equal to m0, but instead obey the
relation m Hu = m Hd ≡ m H at the GUT scale. Here
m H is treated as a real dimension-one parameter,
ignoring scenarios where m2H < 0. This means
that at the GUT scale we require m2Hu = m2Hd > 0,
which acts as the boundary condition under which
the correct shape of the Higgs potential must be
radiatively generated at the electroweak scale. The
parameters of the NUHM1 are m0, m1/2, A0,
tan β(m Z ), sgn(μ) and m H .
NUHM2 The constraint on the soft Higgs masses is further
relaxed so that m Hu and m Hd become independent,
real, dimension-one parameters at the GUT scale.
As in the NUHM1, m2Hu and m
2
Hd are always posi-
tive at the GUT scale, and the correct shape of the
Higgs potential at the electroweak scale must be
radiatively generated. The parameters are thus m0,
m1/2, A0, tan β(m Z ), sgn(μ), m Hu and m Hd .
We assume throughout that R-parity is conserved, mak-
ing the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) stable. In
this paper we consider only the possibility of neutralino
LSPs, assigning zero likelihood to all parameter combina-
tions where this is not the case. Sneutrino DM in the MSSM
[164] is now essentially ruled out by direct detection, though
it remains viable in MSSM extensions (see Ref. [165] for
a review). Gravitino LSP scenarios (e.g. [27,166]) are still
viable even in the CMSSM, so adding such models to the
results that we present here would be an interesting future
extension.
The parameter ranges that we scan over for the CMSSM,
NUHM1 and NUHM2 can be found in Table 1. We allow the
magnitudes of all dimensionful parameters to vary between
50 GeV and 10 TeV. The lower cutoff is motivated by the con-
straints on sparticle masses from existing searches. The upper
cutoff is somewhat arbitrary, but designed to encompass the
mass range interesting for solving the hierarchy problem,
and for leading to potentially-observable phenomenology.
We consider both positive and negative μ, and the full range
of tan β over which particle spectra can be consistently cal-
culated and EWSB achieved in such models.
2.1.2 Standard model
Here we define the SM as per SLHA2 [167], sampling from
the GAMBIT model StandardModel_SLHA2 [155]. We
identify the strength of the strong coupling at the scale of
the Z mass, αs(m Z ), and the top quark pole mass, mt , as the
Table 1 CMSSM, NUHM1 and NUHM2 parameters, ranges and priors
adopted in the different scans contributing to the final results of this
paper. The “hybrid” prior for A0 is flat where |A0| < 100 GeV, and
logarithmic elsewhere. The “binary” prior for sgn(μ) indicates that we
repeated every scan for each sign. In addition to the listed priors, we
also performed supplementary scans restricted to models with either
ml˜1 < 1.5 mχ˜01 or mu˜1 < 1.5 mχ˜01 . Details can be found in Sec. 2.2
Parameter Minimum Maximum Priors
CMSSM
m0 50 GeV 10 TeV flat, log
m1/2 50 GeV 10 TeV flat, log
A0 −10 TeV 10 TeV flat, hybrid
tan β 3 70 flat
sgn(μ) − + binary
NUHM1 – as per CMSSM plus
m H 50 GeV 10 TeV flat, log
NUHM2 – as per CMSSM plus
m Hu 50 GeV 10 TeV flat, log
m Hd 50 GeV 10 TeV flat, log
most relevant nuisance parameters within this model. Both
affect the running of soft-breaking masses from the GUT
scale. The mass of the SM-like Higgs boson is also very sen-
sitive to the top quark mass, and has a strong influence on
the scan through the Higgs likelihood (see Sect. 3.11).
In all our fits, we allow both these parameters to vary
within ±3σ of their observed central values [168,169]. The
resulting parameter ranges are shown in Table 2. We adopt
flat priors on both αs and mt ; their values are sufficiently
well-determined that the prior has no impact on results. The
values of other SM parameters that we keep fixed in our scans
are also shown in Table 2.
2.1.3 Dark matter halo model
The density and velocity distributions that characterise the
DM halo of the Milky Way constitute an important source of
uncertainty for astrophysical observations, particularly direct
and indirect searches for DM. In this paper, we employ the
GAMBIT model Halo_gNFW_rho0 [155] to describe the
halo. This consists of a generalised NFW [170] spatial profile,
tied to a locally Maxwell–Boltzmann velocity distribution by
a specific input local density ρ0.
Because we do not employ any observables in our fits that
depend on the Milky Way density profile, the spatial part
of this model plays no role. The local distribution of DM
velocities v is given by
f˜ (v) = 1
Nesc
(πv20)
−3/2e−v2/v20 , (1)
where vesc is the local Galactic escape velocity, v0 is the most
probable particle speed and
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Table 2 Standard Model, dark matter halo and nuclear nuisance param-
eters and ranges. We vary each of the parameters in the first section of
the table simultaneously with CMSSM, NUHM1 or NUHM2 param-
eters in all of our fits, employing flat priors on each. The parameters
listed in the second section of the table are constant in all scans
Parameter Value(±Range)
Varied
Strong coupling αM Ss (m Z ) 0.1185(18)
Top quark pole mass mt 173.34(2.28)GeV
Local DM density ρ0 0.2–0.8 GeV cm−3
Nuclear matrix el. (strange) σs 43(24)MeV
Nuclear matrix el. (up + down) σl 58(27)MeV
Fixed
Electromagnetic coupling 1/αM S(m Z ) 127.940
Fermi coupling × 105 G F,5 1.1663787
Z pole mass m Z 91.1876 GeV
Bottom quark mass mM Sb (mb) 4.18 GeV
Charm quark mass mM Sc (mc) 1.275 GeV
Strange quark mass mM Ss (2 GeV) 95 MeV
Down quark mass mM Sd (2 GeV) 4.80 MeV
Up quark mass mM Su (2 GeV) 2.30 MeV
τ pole mass mτ 1.77682 GeV
CKM Wolfenstein parameters λ 0.22537
A 0.814
ρ¯ 0.117
η¯ 0.353
Most probable halo speed v0 235 km s−1
Local disk circular velocity vrot 235 km s−1
Local escape velocity vesc 550 km s−1
Up contribution to proton spin (p)u 0.842
Down contrib. to proton spin (p)d −0.427
Strange contrib. to proton spin (p)s −0.085
Nesc ≡ erf
(
vesc
v0
)
− 2vesc√
πv0
exp
(
−v
2
esc
v20
)
, (2)
is the normalisation factor induced by truncating the distri-
bution at vesc.
In the Earth’s rest frame, DM particles have a velocity
distribution given by:
f (u, t) = f˜ (vobs(t) + u) , (3)
where vobs is the velocity of the Earth relative to the Milky
Way DM halo. This is given by:
vobs = vLSR + v,pec + V⊕(t) , (4)
where v,pec = (11, 12, 7)km s−1 is the peculiar velocity
of the Sun, which is known with very high precision [171].
The Local Standard of Rest (LSR) in Galactic coordinates
moves with a velocity vLSR = (0, vrot, 0), while V⊕(t) =
29.78 km s−1 [172] denotes the speed of the Earth in the solar
rest frame.
For an NFW profile v0 is within 10% of vrot. As shown
in Table 2, we set both these parameters to 235 km s−1 [156,
173,174] in all our scans. Similarly, we adopt a fixed value
of 550 km s−1 for the local escape speed [175].
Because it has a substantial impact on direct detection
and high-energy solar neutrino signals from DM, we vary
the local density of DM as a nuisance parameter in all
scans (Table 2). Here we adopt an asymmetric range of
+0.4 −0.2 GeV cm−3 around the canonical value of ρ0 =
0.4 GeV cm−3, reflecting the log-normal form of the likeli-
hood that we apply to this parameter (see Sect. 3.1.2). The
prior on ρ0 has no impact because it is sufficiently well-
constrained by the associated nuisance likelihood; we choose
to make it flat.
See Refs. [156,176] for further discussion and details of
the DM halo model, parameters and uncertainties.
2.1.4 Nuclear model
A final class of uncertainty relevant for direct detection
and neutralino capture by the Sun is due to the effec-
tive nuclear couplings in WIMP-nucleon cross-sections. For
spin-independent interactions, these depend on the light-
quark composition of the proton and the neutron. We scan
the GAMBIT model nuclear_params_sigmas_sigmal,
parameterising the 6 individual hadronic matrix elements in
terms of just two nuclear matrix elements
σl ≡ 12 (mu + md)〈N |u¯u + d¯d|N 〉, (5)
σs ≡ ms〈N |s¯s|N 〉 , (6)
which we take to be identical for N = p and N = n [177].
These two parameters respectively describe the light-quark
and strange-quark contents of the nucleus. We vary σl and
σ0 over their ±3σ ranges in all fits. Discussion of the values
and uncertainties of these parameters can be found in Sect.
3.1.3 and the DarkBit paper [156]. Like all other nuisance
parameters listed in Table 2, the nuclear matrix elements are
sufficiently well constrained that the prior is irrelevant, so we
choose it to be flat.
The spin-dependent couplings are described by the spin
content of the proton and neutron (N )q for each light quark
q ∈ {u, d, s}. As the values for the proton and neutron are
related, only three of these parameters are independent. As
listed in Table 2, we specify the values for the proton, and
set them to the central values discussed in Ref. [156].
2.2 Scanning methodology
In this paper we carry out a number of different scans of
each of the three GUT-scale models, employing multiple pri-
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Table 3 Samplers and their settings for the different scans of this paper
Scanner Parameter Setting
Diver NP 19 200
convthresh 10−5
Diver NP 6000
(co-annihilation) convthresh 10−4
MultiNest nlive 5000
tol 0.1
ors, sampling algorithms and settings. We then merge the
results of all scans for each model, in order to obtain the
most complete sampling of the profile likelihood possible.
We leave discussion and presentation of Bayesian posteriors
for a future paper, as they remain strongly dominated by the
choice of prior even in such low-dimensional versions of the
MSSM, and a detailed analysis of the their implications for
fine-tuning and naturalness (e.g. [178,179]) is beyond the
scope of the current paper.
The parameter ranges and priors that we employ in scans
of each model are listed in Table 1. We repeat every scan for
positive and negative values of μ. We carry out scans with
both flat and logarithmic priors on all dimensionful param-
eters. In the case of the trilinear coupling A0, which may
be positive or negative, in our log-prior scans we employ a
hybrid prior (log_flat_join in the language of Ref. [160]),
consisting of a symmetric logarithmic prior at large |A0|,
truncated to a flat prior at |A0| < 100 GeV.
We use two different samplers for our scans: Diver
1.0.0 [160] and MultiNest 3.10 [180]. The settings that we
use for each can be found in Table 3.
Diver is a self-adaptive sampler based on differential
evolution [181]. It samples the profile likelihood far more
efficiently than traditional algorithms [160], allowing high-
quality profile likelihoods to be computed in a fraction of
the time of previous SUSY global fits, using significantly
fewer likelihood samples. As a result, the majority of our
results are driven by the Diver scans. Following the exten-
sive tests discussed in Ref. [160], for most scans2 we choose
a population size of NP = 19,200 and a convergence thresh-
old of convthresh = 10−5. The latter is defined in terms of
the smoothed fractional improvement in the mean likelihood
across the entire population. Other than these two parameters,
we employ Diver with the default settings defined in Scan-
nerBit [160]. In particular, this includes the λjDE version
(introduced in Ref. [160]) of the self-adaptive jDE algorithm
[182].
2 For the special case of flat-prior CMSSM scans, where less strin-
gent parameters already provide quite sufficient sampling, we use NP =
14,400, convthresh = 10−4.
MultiNest is an implementation of nested sampling [183],
a method optimised for the calculation of the Bayesian evi-
dence. As a by-product, it also produces posterior samples,
which it obtains via likelihood evaluation. It can therefore
be very useful for sampling profile likelihoods as well, espe-
cially for smoothly mapping isolikelihood contours. How-
ever, it typically requires a rather long runtime to properly
find the global best fit and any highly-localised likelihood
modes [160,184,185]. We employ it here mainly to bulk out
our sampling of the main likelihood mode of each scan a
little, in regions where the profile likelihood is compara-
tively flat. For this purpose, we run MultiNest with rela-
tively loose settings, choosing nlive = 5000 live points and
a stopping tolerance of tol = 0.1. The tolerance is given in
terms of the estimated fractional remaining unsampled evi-
dence.
For more details on the performance of the two scanning
algorithms, and comparisons to others, please see the Scan-
nerBit paper [160].
To more densely sample the narrow strips in parameter
space where neutralino-sfermion co-annihilations play an
important role in determining the relic density of DM, we also
carry out two specially-targeted versions of each log-prior
scan. In these scans, we restrict the mass of either the light-
est slepton or the lightest squark to within 50% of the mass of
the lightest neutralino, i.e. ml˜1 ≤ 1.5 mχ˜01 or mq˜1 ≤ 1.5 mχ˜01 .
Although these additional scans are not necessary for finding
the sfermion co-annihilation regions (Diver typically uncov-
ers these regions anyway in untargeted scans), they are useful
for ensuring that the boundaries of these regions are mapped
thoroughly.
We carry out the additional scans using Diver only, build-
ing the initial population exclusively from models that sat-
isfy the mass-ratio cut, before evolving it as usual. As it
takes many random draws from the prior to successfully
build such an initial population, we run these scans with a
reduced population of NP = 6000, and a looser convergence
criterion (convthresh = 104) than the untargeted equiva-
lents.
This results in a total of 3 models × 2 sgn(μ) × (2 pri-
ors × 2 scanners + 2 targeted co-annihilation scans) = 36
separate scans. For the CMSSM, NUHM1 and NUHM2,
this results in a total of 71, 94 and 117 million viable sam-
ples, respectively. Each of these 36 scans typically took 1–3
days to run on 2400 modern (Intel Core i7) supercomputer
cores.
In all profile likelihood plots that we show in the paper, we
sort the samples of our scans into 60 bins across the range of
data values that they cover in each direction. We then inter-
polate with a bilinear scheme to a finer resolution of 500
when plotting [186]. This expressly avoids any smoothing
of the resulting profile likelihoods, which would amount to
manipulation of the likelihoods of our samples. The binning
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and interpolation process can produce some cosmetic arte-
facts, in particular a sawtooth pattern in regions where the
likelihood drops off sharply. Using a fixed number of bins
across the data range (rather than the plot range) can also
sometimes produce surprising effects when plotting multiple
regions on the same axes, as the same region will typically
appear smaller and ‘smoother’ for subsets of the data where
all samples lie within a small range of parameter values than
for subsets with samples spread across the entire plot plane
(as the size of an individual bin is much larger in the latter
case). This should be kept in mind especially when viewing
plots of mass correlations for multiple co-annihilation mech-
anisms and comparing preferred regions to LHC sensitivity
curves (e.g. Fig. 15).
3 Observables and likelihoods
3.1 Nuisance likelihoods
3.1.1 Standard model
We include independent Gaussian likelihoods for each of the
two SM nuisance parameters in our scans. We evaluate the
strong coupling αs at the scale μ = m Z in the M S scheme,
and compare with αs(m Z ) = 0.1185 ± 0.0006 from lat-
tice QCD [169]. We interpret the quoted uncertainty as a 1σ
confidence interval, and do not incorporate any additional
theoretical uncertainty.
For the top quark pole mass mt , we compare with the
combined measurements of experiments at the Tevatron and
LHC: mt = 173.34±0.27(stat)±0.71(syst) GeV, with a total
uncertainty of 0.76 GeV [168]. We do not assign any sepa-
rate systematic error to our interpretation of the experimental
result as the top pole mass.
3.1.2 Local halo model
The canonical local density of DM extracted from fits to
stellar kinematic data is ρ¯0 = 0.4 GeV cm−3 (see e.g.
[187,188]). Because arbitrarily small or negative densities
are unphysical, we adopt a log-normal distribution for the
likelihood of ρ0,
Lρ0 =
1√
2πσ ′ρ0ρ0
exp
(
− ln(ρ0/ρ¯0)
2
2σ ′2ρ0
)
, (7)
where σ ′ρ0 = ln(1 + σρ0/ρ0) and σρ0 is taken to be
0.15 GeV/cm3. We refer the reader to Ref. [155] for addi-
tional implementation details of the GAMBIT log-normal
likelihood, and Refs. [156,176,189] for a more extended dis-
cussion of the central value and uncertainty on this parameter.
3.1.3 Nuclear matrix elements
We constrain the nuclear matrix elements σs and σl using
Gaussian likelihood functions, with central ± 1σ values of
43 ± 8 and 58 ± 9 MeV, respectively. The former is based
on lattice calculations [190], whereas the latter is a weighted
average of a number of different results in the literature [156].
3.2 Spectrum calculation
We use FlexibleSUSY 1.5.1 [191] to compute the mass
spectrum of the MSSM. This code obtains model-dependent
information from SARAH [192,193], and borrows some
numerical routines from SOFTSUSY [194,195]. Flexible-
SUSY employs full three-family, two-loop renormalisation
group equations (RGEs) and full one-loop self-energies and
tadpoles. In addition, it computes the Higgs mass using two-
loop corrections at O(αtαs), O(αbαs), O(α2t ), O(α2b), O(α2τ )
and O(αtαb) [196–199].
Large logarithms appear when the supersymmetric spec-
trum is very heavy. To improve precision, these can be
resummed using techniques from effective field theory (EFT)
[44,46,200–203]. This method has been implemented in sev-
eral public codes [44,46,202]. However, the hierarchical
spectrum assumed in the EFT calculation only appears in
small subspaces of the models over which we scan in this
paper. The public codes that implement this calculation, and
that are suitable for cluster-scale parameter scans, are rather
new.3It was also pointed out in Ref. [44] that the accuracy of
the fixed-order Higgs mass prediction in FlexibleSUSY is
much better than one would naively expect at large sparticle
masses, due to accidental cancellations. We have therefore
retained the fixed-order calculations in FlexibleSUSY for
calculating the Higgs mass in this paper.
3.3 Relic density of dark matter
The thermal relic abundance of the lightest neutralino is a
strong constraint on the MSSM. Many parameter combi-
nations lead to more DM than the cosmological abundance
observed by Planck, which isch2 = 0.1188±0.0010 [204].
For the relic density not to exceed this value, if the lightest
neutralino is heavier than ∼ 100 GeV, typically one or more
specific depletion mechanisms must be active. These include
co-annihilation of light sfermions or charginos with the light-
est neutralino, and resonance or ‘funnel’ effects, where the
lightest neutralino has a mass very close to half that of another
neutral species.
3 For example, during this work we found a bug in the resummation that
affected results at low masses when testing with FeynHiggs 2.12.0 –
though this should be corrected in later versions.
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We compute the relic density of each model taking into
account DM annihilation to all two-body final states, includ-
ing full co-annihilation [205,206], thermal and resonance
effects, using the native DarkBit relic density calculator
[156], connected to various subroutines of DarkSUSY 5.1.3
[207]. We obtain the effective annihilation rate Weff from
DarkSUSY, passing all spectrum, decay and SM informa-
tion from GAMBIT, and considering co-annihilations with
particles up to 60% heavier than the lightest neutralino. We
also employ the DarkSUSY Boltzmann solver, setting the
optionfast= 1. This ensures that the relic density calculation
for most models takes less than a second. This setting con-
trols the convergence criteria of the Boltzmann solver, and is
the recommended option unless accuracy of better than 1%
is required.
The likelihood that we employ penalises only models
that predict more than the observed relic density. The like-
lihood function is a half Gaussian (see Ref. [156] and Sect.
8.3 of Ref. [155]), centered on the Planck observation but
treating it as an upper limit. Consistent with our choice of
the fast parameter for the Boltzmann solver, we retain the
DarkBit default theoretical uncertainty of 5% on the relic
density, adding it in quadrature to the observational error.
Further discussion of this number in the context of higher-
order corrections can be found in Refs. [3,18,156,208–
212].
3.4 Gamma rays from dark matter annihilation
Neutralino annihilation in astrophysical objects would pro-
duce a variety of final states, leading to both prompt gamma
rays and those produced as final decay products. Dwarf sphe-
riodal galaxies are particularly important targets, as they are
stongly dominated by dark rather than visible matter, and
exhibit little or no astrophysical gamma-ray emission. Limits
from gamma-ray observations of dwarf galaxies have there-
fore played an increasingly important role in global fits, e.g.
[132,213–215].
For most neutralino masses, the most stringent gamma-ray
limits on DM annihilation come from joint analyses of mul-
tiple Milky Way satellite galaxies [216–220] using data from
the Fermi Large Area Telescope (Fermi-LAT). We employ
likelihoods from the analysis of six years of Pass 8 data
in the direction of 15 dwarf spheroidal galaxies [220], as
implemented in gamLike [156].
gamLike constructs a composite likelihood
ln Lexp =
NdSph∑
k=1
Nebin∑
i=1
ln Lki (i · Jk) , (8)
from gamma-ray data sorted into NdSph fields of view (one
for each dwarf) and Nebin energy bins. The partial likelihoods
Lki describe the likelihood of obtaining the observed number
of photons in the i th energy bin from the kth dwarf. The
energy-dependent factor
i = 〈σv〉08πm2χ
∫
Ei
dE
dNγ
d E
(9)
depends on the MSSM model, whereas the astrophysical fac-
tor
Jk =
∫
k
d
∫
l.o.s.
ds ρχ(s)2 (10)
is a model-independent property of each dwarf galaxy.
Here the differential gamma-ray multiplicity per annihila-
tion is d Nγ /d E , the zero-velocity annihilation cross-section
is 〈σv〉0 ≡ σv|v→0, mχ is the DM mass, and ρχ(s) is the
DM density along the line of sight parameter s in a given
dwarf. Ei is the width of the i th energy bin, and k is
the solid angle around the position of the kth dwarf over
which gamma-ray data are being considered.
As in [220], gamLike profiles over the Jk-factors as nui-
sance parameters, giving a final likelihood of
ln Lprof.dwarfs(i ) = maxJ1...Jk
(
ln Lexp + ln LJ
)
, (11)
where
ln LJ =
NdSph∑
k=1
ln N (log10 Jk | log10 Jˆk, σk). (12)
Here the probability distribution for each Jk is assumed to
follow an independent log-normal distribution with mean Jˆk
and width σk .
We compute the predicted spectrum dNγ /dE for each
model by combining tabulated two-body annihilation spec-
tra from DarkSUSY [207] with yields computed on the
fly with the DarkBit Fast Cascade Monte Carlo [156]. To
this, we add the dominant contribution from photon inter-
nal bremsstrahlung [221]. For each parameter combination,
we rescale the expected gamma-ray flux by the squared ratio
of the predicted relic density to the observed value, allow-
ing for the fact that neutralinos may only be a fraction of
DM. We limit this scaling factor to 1, not rescaling signals
when the predicted relic density is greater than the observed
value.
3.5 High-energy neutrinos from dark matter annihilation in
the Sun
The Sun is expected to capture neutralinos from the local
halo by nuclear scattering. Subsequent neutralino annihi-
lation and interaction of the annihilation products in the
solar core would produce GeV-energy neutrinos, which may
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be detectable at the Earth. The rate-limiting step for all
MSSM models is the capture process, which depends sen-
sitively on both the spin-dependent and spin-independent
nuclear scattering cross-sections. The dominant constraints
on intermediate and high-mass neutralino annihilation in
the solar interior currently come from the IceCube exper-
iment [222,223]. We use the DarkBit interface [156] to
nulike 1.0.4 [7,224], which computes an unbinned like-
lihood from the event-level energy and angular informa-
tion contained in the three independent event selections of
the 79-string IceCube dataset [222]. We predict the neu-
trino spectra at Earth using DarkSUSY 5.1.3, which con-
tains tabulated results previously obtained from Wimp-
Sim [225].4 Slightly stronger limits are also available
from the 86-string dataset [223], but not in a format that
allows them to be accurately applied to MSSM mod-
els.
3.6 Direct detection of dark matter
The dominant direct DM constraints on the models in
this paper come from the LUX [226–228], Panda-X [229]
and PICO [230,231] experiments. We also include likeli-
hoods from XENON100 [232], SuperCDMS [233] and SIM-
PLE [234]. A new analysis from PICO-60 [235] appeared
after much of this paper was already finalised, but the major-
ity of MSSM models susceptible to that limit are already
probed in our scans by the IceCube 79-string likelihood
(Sect. 3.5). We do not include the recent XENON1T result
[236], but given that its sensitivity improvement relative to
LUX is smaller than the error in our likelihood approximation
[156], this will not impact our results.
For each experimental search and combination of MSSM,
halo and nuclear parameters, we use the likelihood functions
contained in DDCalc [156] to compute a Poisson likelihood,
Li (Np,i |No,i ) = (bi + Np,i )
No,i e−(bi +Np,i )
No,i ! . (13)
Here No,i is the number of observed events in the analysis
region of the i th experiment, bi is the expected number of
background events, and Np,i is the expected number of signal
events. DDCalc computes the latter by interpolating in pre-
computed efficiency tables, which include both detector and
acceptance effects. The signal prediction takes into account
both the spin-dependent and spin-independent interactions
expected from each MSSM model. We compute the DM-
nucleon couplings for each MSSM model using DarkSUSY
5.1.3 [207].
We scale the direct detection yields for each parameter
combination by the ratio of the predicted relic density to the
4 WimpSim is available at www.fysik.su.se/~edsjo/wimpsim/.
value observed by Planck [204], allowing for the fact that
neutralinos may not constitute all of DM. We do not rescale
direct detection rates when the predicted relic density is larger
than the observed value.
3.7 Electroweak precision observables
We include likelihooods from PrecisionBit [159] for the W
mass and the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon aμ.
These functions construct a basic Gaussian likelihood based
on the difference between the calculated and measured value,
and combine theoretical and experimental uncertainties in
quadrature.
The W mass must be recalculated using the details of
the SUSY spectrum. In the present scans, the value of mW
comes from FlexibleSUSY. SpecBit assigns a theoretical
uncertainty of 10 MeV to this quantity, based on the size of
two-loop corrections [159]. PrecisionBit compares these to
mW = 80.385 ± 0.015 GeV [169], based on mass measure-
ments and uncertainties from the Tevatron and LEP experi-
ments.
For aμ, we assume an SM contribution of aμ,SM =
(11659180.2 ± 4.9) × 10−10, which comes from theoreti-
cal calculations based on e+e− data [237]. We evaluate the
supersymmetric contribution using GM2Calc 1.3.0 [92],
which determines an uncertainty on its result by estimating
the magnitude of neglected higher-order corrections using
the two-loop Barr–Zee corrections [238]. The total predicted
value is the sum of the SM and MSSM contributions, and the
total uncertainity the sum in quadrature of their individual
uncertainties. We compare this with the experimental mea-
surement of aμ = (11659208.9 ± 6.3) × 10−10 [239,240],
where the experimental error is the sum in quadrature of the
systematic (3.3 × 10−10) and statistical (5.4 × 10−10) con-
tributions.
3.8 Flavour physics likelihoods
Scans in this paper include 59 flavour observables from
FlavBit [158]. These are sorted into four different categories
for likelihood calculation:
1. Tree-level leptonic and semi-leptonic B and D meson
decays (8 observables). Branching fractions for B →
Dμνμ, B → D∗μνμ, B → τντ , D → μνμ,
Ds → μνμ and Ds → τντ , as well as ratios RD ≡
B(B → Dτντ )/B(B → Dν) and RD∗ ≡ B(B →
D∗τντ )/B(B → D∗ν). Here either μ or e may be
substituted for , as both are effectively massless in the
B-meson system.
2. Electroweak penguin decays (48 observables). Eight
observables (AF B, F L , S3, S4, S5, S7, S8 and S9) for the
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decay B0 → K ∗0μ+μ−, each in six different angular
(q2) bins.
3. Rare leptonic B decays (2 observables). Branching frac-
tions for B0 → μ+μ− and B0s → μ+μ−.
4. The branching fraction for B → Xsγ , for photon ener-
gies Eγ > 1.6 GeV (1 observable).
All observable predictions draw on SuperIso 3.6 [241,242].
We have not included the Bs–B¯s meson mass difference
Ms , owing to the fact that it is only calculable within
FlavBit via FeynHiggs, which we otherwise avoided for the
scans of this paper in the interests of speed, and due to wor-
ries about its most recent versions’ accuracy in parts of the
parameter space (some details of which have been mentioned
earlier in this sction).
Recent LHCb results in the exclusive modes have already
provided substantial additional constraints as compared to
the available inclusive results from the B factories. In par-
ticular, several angular observables in the B0 → K ∗0μ+μ−
decay have been measured for the first time.
We construct a separate likelihood function for observ-
ables in each of the four categories above, including corre-
lated uncertainties on observables within each category wher-
ever warranted. The likelihood functions consider correla-
tions between experimental measurement errors separately
from correlations between theoretical errors (arising from
e.g. common scale or form factor uncertainties), and then
sum them to obtain the final covariance matrix. FlavBit then
computes the likelihood within each category using a χ2
approximation,
ln L = −1
2
χ2 = −1
2
N∑
i, j=1
(yi − xi )(V −1)i j (y j − x j ), (14)
where xi and yi are the experimental measurements and the-
oretical predictions, respectively, and V is the covariance
matrix.
In the first likelihood category, FlavBit includes experi-
mental measurements, correlations and combinations from
Refs. [243–245] and theoretical uncertainties from Refs.
[246,247], supplemented by our own additional calculations
with a beta version of SuperIso 3.7. The experimental mea-
surements and correlated uncertainties of B0 → K ∗0μ+μ−
angular observables come from LHCb [248], and the the-
oretical errors and correlations from Refs. [249,250]. Data
for rare leptonic decays are the latest from LHCb and CMS
[251,252], and theoretical uncertainties come from Ref.
[253]. For B → Xsγ , we use the latest average [254] of
measurements by Belle [255,256] and Babar [257–259], and
a theoretical uncertainty of 7% [260,261]. More details can
be found in the FlavBit paper [158].
Table 4 Results from LEP on sparticle pair production used in the
scans of this paper. Here l˜ = e˜L , e˜R, μ˜L , μ˜R, τ˜1 or τ˜2
Production Decay Experiment
l˜ l˜∗ l˜ → lχ˜01 +c.c. ALEPH [262], L3 [263]
χ˜0i χ˜
0
1 χ˜
0
i → qq¯χ˜01 OPAL [264]
(i = 2, 3, 4) χ˜0i → ll¯χ˜01 L3 [265]
χ˜+i χ˜
−
i χ˜
+
i χ˜
−
i → qq¯ ′qq¯ ′χ˜01 χ˜01 OPAL [264]
(i = 1, 2) χ˜+i χ˜−i → qq¯ ′lνχ˜01 χ˜01 OPAL [264]
χ˜+i χ˜
−
i → lνlνχ˜01 χ˜01 OPAL [264], L3 [265]
3.9 Searches for superpartners at LEP
Even though they are typically overshadowed by constraints
from the LHC, LEP searches can have a significant impact
in some parts of the parameter spaces that we consider in
this paper. This is especially true for light, highly-degenerate
spectra. Direct limits on sparticle production at LEP have
typically taken the form of hard lower limits on sparticle
masses, at e.g. 95% CL, computed with model-dependent
assumptions [207,266]. ColliderBit instead uses the indi-
vidual cross-section limits on pair production of neutrali-
nos, charginos and sleptons from the ALEPH, L3 and OPAL
experiments, as a function of the sparticle masses.
For each MSSM parameter combination, we compute the
pair-production cross-sections at LEP for the processes given
in Table 4, using the cross-section calculations included in
ColliderBit and based on the results of Refs. [267–270]. We
take the relevant sparticle decay branching fractions from
DecayBit (choosing to obtain widths from a suitably-patched
SUSY-HIT 1.5 [159,271]), and calculate the product of the
cross-section and branching fraction for each process. This
number can then be compared to digitised LEP cross-section
limits in the plane of mχ˜01 and the mass of the directly-
produced sparticle, interpolating when the masses do not fall
exactly on a grid point. This takes care of the mass-dependent
experimental acceptance for each parameter point. We then
calculate the likelihood of the experimental result assum-
ing a Gaussian form, accounting for the dominant theoreti-
cal uncertainty on the signal prediction by varying the mass
of the pair-produced sparticles within the uncertainties pro-
vided by SpecBit. Finally, we multiply the likelihoods from
the various experiments and channels, taking them as inde-
pendent measurements.
Further details of the cross-section and likelihood calcu-
lations can be found in the ColliderBit paper [157].
3.10 Searches for supersymmetry at the LHC
Many searches for supersymmetric particles have been per-
formed at the LHC by ATLAS and CMS, in a variety of final
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states arising from proton–proton collisions at
√
s = 7, 8 and
13 TeV [272,273]. The results of all searches to date are con-
sistent with the predictions of the SM, placing strong, model-
dependent constraints on the mass spectrum of the MSSM.
Taking into account the complete list of LHC searches is
impractical; here we implement the most constraining anal-
yses:
1. 0-lepton supersymmetry searches (ATLAS & CMS, Run
I & Run II). These provide the best constraints on mod-
els with a light gluino or one or more light squarks. The
analyses look for an excess of events in final states with
jets and missing energy, using a variety of kinematic vari-
ables [274–276].
2. Third generation squark searches (ATLAS & CMS, Run
I). These searches target stop pair production, with sub-
sequent decay to either a top quark and the lightest neu-
tralino, or to a b quark and a chargino. We include the
results of ATLAS searches in 0-, 1- and 2-lepton final
states [277–279], and CMS searches for 1- and 2-lepton
final states [280,281]. We also include the ATLAS search
for direct sbottom production in final states with b-jets
and missing energy [282].
3. Multilepton supersymmetry searches (ATLAS and CMS,
Run I). We include 2- and 3-lepton searches by ATLAS
[283,284] and the 3-lepton search by CMS [285]. These
are typically the most constraining searches for direct
production of charginos and neutralinos, and the 2 lepton
search is also sensitive to slepton pair production and
decay.
4. Dark matter searches (CMS, Run I). We include the CMS
monojet search [286], which constrains supersymmetric
particle production in the case of compressed mass spec-
tra.
We use ColliderBit to calculate the expected signal yield
for each combination of model parameters, in each analy-
sis region, using the external Monte Carlo (MC) event gen-
erator Pythia8 [287,288], the native ColliderBit detector
parameterisation BuckFast [157], and the ColliderBit imple-
mentation of the analysis cuts applied in each LHC paper.
ColliderBit contains a number of code optimisations of the
Pythia8 routines, including parallelisation of the main event
loop via OpenMP. These modifications make it feasible to
run 20,000 MC events per parameter combination during
the global fit itself, as we do here. Due to the computa-
tional cost of calculating next-to-leading order (NLO) cross
sections, we normalise the signal yields using leading-order
(LO) plus leading-log (LL) cross-sections only, as provided
by Pythia8. For a more exhaustive discussion of this choice
see the ColliderBit paper [157].
In a specific signal region with a predicted number of
signal events s and an expected number of background
events b, the likelihood of observing n events is described
in ColliderBit by a marginalised form of the Poisson likeli-
hood [213,224,289],
L(n|s, b) =
∫ ∞
0
[ξ(s + b)]n e−ξ(b+s)
n! P(ξ)dξ , (15)
where ξ is a scaling variable with a probability distribu-
tion centred on 1, designed to describe the effective rescal-
ing of the signal + background prediction due to systematic
uncertainties. Marginalising over ξ this way, it is possible to
include the effects of fractional systematic uncertainties on
both the signal prediction (σs) and the background estimate
(σb).5
We assume a log-normal distribution for ξ ,
P(ξ |σξ ) = 1√
2πσξ
1
ξ
exp
[
−1
2
(
ln ξ
σξ
)2]
, (16)
where σ 2ξ = σ 2s + σ 2b . We compute this integral using the
highly-optimised implementation in nulike 1.0.4 [7,224].
The analyses listed above are statistically independent,
either because they use a completely independent dataset
(based on collisions at ATLAS versus CMS, or during Run
I versus Run II), or because they utilise signal regions that
have no overlap with the signal regions of any of the other
searches. This allows us to simply multiply the likelihoods
of all analyses in order to arrive at a combined likelihood.
However, within each analysis, signal regions are not
always orthogonal, i.e. some contain events or significant sys-
tematics in common. Given that there is no public informa-
tion describing the correlations across these signal regions,6
we calculate the likelihood for an analysis based on the signal
region that is expected to give the strongest limit. We deter-
mine the expected limit from each signal region by comput-
ing the expected ratio between the signal plus background
and background-only likelihoods, in the hypothetical sce-
nario where the observed number of events is exactly equal
to the background expectation,
 ln Lpred = ln L(n = b|s, b) − ln L(n = b|s = 0, b). (17)
5 Due to our use of LO cross-sections, including a signal systematic
associated with finite MC statistics is in practice rather pointless, as
with 20,000 simulated events this is basically always dwarfed by the
systematic error associated with neglecting NLO corrections. Consider-
ing that the LO cross-sections in the MSSM are known to almost always
lie significantly below the NLO cross-section, our approach is in any
case very conservative. In the present scan we have thus set σs = 0. For
details, see the ColliderBit paper [157].
6 This is at least true for most analyses; Refs. [290,291] are notable
recent exceptions.
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Taking the difference with respect to the background log-
likelihood prevents erroneous model-to-model jumps in the
likelihood function (see Ref. [157] for more details).
Given the absence of published correlations between the
yields (and uncertainties) in the various signal regions, this
is arguably the best possible treatment, and it has the added
merit of giving conservative results. Because no significant
excess has been observed in any of the LHC searches that we
include, we restrict the combined LHC Run I and combined
Run II log-likelihood each to a maximum of 0, i.e. forbid-
ding mildy better fits than the SM (which are achievable via
statistical fluctuations in the data or Monte Carlo simulation,
at a little less than the 1σ level).
We included all Run I searches listed above directly in
our main scans of the CMSSM, NUHM1 and NUHM2. We
then applied the likelihoods associated with the 13 TeV, 13
fb−1 Run II ATLAS and CMS 0-lepton searches in a postpro-
cessing step, using the ScannerBit postprocessor scanner
(see Sect. 6 of Ref. [160]). These searches uncovered no
excesses, and therefore do not change the regions preferred
by our scans except to disfavour a strip of additional models
(compared to the Run I searches) at sparticle masses of a
few hundred GeV. The accuracy of our sampling is therefore
unaffected by their inclusion via postprocessing rather than
in the original scans.7
3.11 Higgs physics
We use likelihoods from HiggsBounds 4.3.1 [292–294]
and HiggsSignals 1.4.0 [295], as interfaced via Collider-
Bit [157]. These provide two likelihood terms: one based on
limits from LEP, and the other on measurements of Higgs
masses and signal strengths at the LHC (plus some subdom-
inant contributions from the Tevatron).
The combined LEP Higgs likelihood is an approximate
Gaussian likelihood, valid in the asymptotic limit. Higgs-
Bounds constructs this from the full CLs+b distribution,
accounting for the effect of varying production cross-sections
and Higgs masses by interpolating in a grid of pre-calculated
values.
The LHC Higgs likelihood is based on mass and signal-
strength measurements reported by ATLAS and CMS. The
mass and signal-strength data contribute separate χ2 terms
to the overall LHC Higgs log-likelihood. For each channel
where a mass measurement is available, a χ2 contribution is
calculated for the hypothesis that each neutral Higgs parti-
cle is responsible for the observed 125 GeV boson [296,297].
Only the minimum value enters the final likelihood. This min-
7 We applied the Run II searches this way not for reasons of compu-
tational speed, but just as a matter of practicality, given when super-
computing time, Run II results and different components of GAMBIT
respectively became available.
imisation allows for the possibility that multiple resonances
exist at 125 GeV with near-degenerate masses. The signal-
strength contribution to the χ2 uses a covariance matrix that
contains all published experimental uncertainties on all mea-
surements of signal strengths, including their correlations.
As discussed in Sect. 3.2, we obtain theoretical predictions
of Higgs masses from FlexibleSUSY, adopting an uncer-
tainty of 2 GeV on the mass of the lightest neutral Higgs,
and 3% on all other Higgses [159]. We compute Higgs decay
rates and branching fractions using SUSY-HIT 1.5 [271] via
DecayBit [159]. To obtain the neutral Higgs boson produc-
tion cross sections, we employ an effective coupling approx-
imation, assuming that the BSM-to-SM ratios of Higgs pro-
duction cross sections are equal to the ratios of the rele-
vant squared couplings. We determine the coupling ratios
using the partial width approximation, in which the ratios
of squared BSM-to-SM couplings are taken to be equal to
the ratios of the equivalent partial decay widths. To obtain
branching fractions for SM-like Higgs bosons of equivalent
mass to those in our MSSM models, we use lookup tables
computed with HDECAY 6.51 [298,299]. More details can
be found in the DecayBit paper [159].
4 Results
4.1 CMSSM
In the left panel of Fig. 1, we show the joint profile-likelihood
ratio for the mass of lightest neutralino and the relic density
in the CMSSM. In the right panel, we show the same 95% CL
regions colour-coded according to the possible mechanisms
by which different models may avoid exceeding the observed
relic density of DM. We classify these regions as follows:
– stau co-annihilation: m τ˜1 ≤ 1.2 mχ˜01 ,
– stop co-annihilation: mt˜1 ≤ 1.2 mχ˜01 ,
– chargino co-annihilation: χ˜01 ≥ 50% Higgsino,
– A/H -funnel: 1.6 mχ˜01 ≤ mheavy ≤ 2.4 mχ˜01 ,
where ‘heavy’ may be A0 or H0, i.e. a model qualifies if
either Higgs is in range.
We emphasise that this classification is not exclusive. The
labels that we give to these regions are merely a convenient
shorthand for the precise mass/composition relations that we
give above. In particular, they should not be interpreted as
definitive indications that a specific mechanism is solely (nor
even predominantly) responsible for setting the relic density
of the neutralino. These relations indicate necessary but not
sufficient conditions for a given mechanism to play a signif-
icant role in setting the relic density. The colour-coding in
Fig. 1 (right) is done on the basis of the subset of the points
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Fig. 1 Profile likelihoods and confidence regions for the CMSSM, in
terms of the mass and thermal relic abundance (χ h2) of the lightest
neutralino. Left: The profile likelihood ratio, plotted with 1σ and 2σ
contour lines drawn in white, and the best fit point indicated by a star.
Right: Mechanisms for ensuring that the relic density of DM does not
exceed the measured value, through either chargino co-annihilation, res-
onant annihilation via the A/H -funnel, or stop co-annihilation. Other
potential mechanisms (e.g. stau co-annihilation) are not shown, as they
do not lie within 2σ of the best-fit point of the entire sample. 2σ con-
tours for each mechanism are plotted using darker lines, and best-fit
points are indicated by a correspondingly coloured star
in the 2σ region of the full scan that fulfil each of the mass/-
composition relations, and the resulting shading of regions
is overlaid. In many cases, as we will show, single parame-
ter combinations can satisfy two or more of the mass/com-
position conditions, and can thus be classified as members
of multiple regions. In these cases, one of the mechanisms
sometimes dominates over the others. Hybrid sub-regions
also exist where the relic density is controlled by two or
more mechanisms. For clarity, we make no attempt to show
any of these cases as separate regions, nor to colour accord-
ing to which (if any) mechanism dominates in overlapping
regions. For specific cases of interest, we do however attempt
to clarify these finer issues in our discussion of the results
that we show.
Even within individual regions, readers should be wary of
the need for nuance in interpreting the “relic density mecha-
nism” labels. Points labelled “chargino co-annihilation” will
typically exhibit co-annihilation of the lightest neutralino
with both the lightest chargino and the next-to-lightest neu-
tralino, as small χ˜01 –χ˜
0
2 and χ˜01 –χ˜
±
1 mass splittings are an
automatic consequence of a predominantly Higgsino LSP.
Nevertheless, both these co-annihilation processes are out-
weighed in many models simply by boosted χ˜01 –χ˜01 anni-
hilation, brought about by the dominance of the Higgsino
component in the lightest neutralino. Similarly, A/H -funnel
points will exhibit resonant annihilation through both the CP-
odd Higgs, A0, and the heavy CP-even Higgs, H0, which are
close to degenerate in mass in the CMSSM (and NUHM mod-
els). The CP-odd Higgs resonance dominates at the present
day however, as s-channel annihilation via the CP-even state
is velocity suppressed.
In contrast to previous studies of the CMSSM, we apply
the relic density measurement as an upper limit only, allowing
for the possibility that thermal neutralinos do not constitute
all of DM. This has important consequences for the resulting
phenomenology.
Higgsino LSPs are automatically nearly degenerate with
the lightest chargino and next-to-lightest neutralino, leading
to efficient co-annihilation and an under-abundant relic den-
sity for mχ  1 TeV. In isolation, this effect naturally gives
the observed relic density at neutralino masses of about a
TeV, and lower and higher values at smaller and larger neu-
tralino masses, respectively.8 This effect can be seen in the
low-mass yellow strip in Fig. 1. If the LSP is instead a “well-
tempered” [300] admixture of Higgsino and bino,9 then the
efficiency of the co-annihilation effect can be tuned to give
the exact observed relic density, even at very low neutralino
masses. Such scenarios are however heavily constrained by
recent LUX [227,228] and Panda-X [229] limits on the spin-
independent scattering cross-section [308–310]. As we see in
the low-mass section of Fig. 1 however, relaxing the demand
that the neutralino must explain all of DM allows models to
be more Higgsino-dominated, leading to subdominant neu-
tralino DM. The reduced relic density also helps Higgsino
models avoid limits from spin-dependent nuclear scattering,
which would otherwise prove rather constraining.
8 Note that the Sommerfeld effect can be important in the context of
pure Higgsino DM; see Sect. 4.4.3 for details.
9 In the CMSSM, this well-tempered mixture is realised within the
“focus point” region [301–307].
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Fig. 2 Left: The profile likelihood ratio in the CMSSM, for m0 and
m1/2 (top) and tan β and A0 (bottom), with explicit 68% and 95% CL
contour lines drawn in white, and the best fit point indicated by a star.
Right: Colour-coding shows the mechanisms active in models within
the 95% CL contour for avoiding thermal overproduction of neutralino
dark matter, through either chargino co-annihilation, resonant annihila-
tion via the A/H funnel, or stop co-annihilation. Other potential mech-
anisms (e.g. stau co-annihilation) are not present, as they do not lie
within the 95% CL contour
Similarly, at masses above 1 TeV, the not-quite-efficient-
enough Higgsino co-annihilation can be supplemented by
additional resonant annihilation through the heavy Higgs
funnel, bringing the relic density down to the observed value,
or lower. These models can be seen as overlapping yellow
and orange regions at mχ  1 TeV in the right panel of Fig. 1.
We now see that relaxing the relic density constraint to an
upper limit opens up a much richer set of phenomenologically-
viable scenarios, with lighter Higgsino or mixed Higgino-
bino LSPs. From the perspective of global fits, treating the
relic density as an upper bound is a conservative approach,
and allows us to test whether the preference for heavy spectra
found in recent studies [115,145,311] persists even when a
greater variety of light LSPs is permitted.
The right panel of Fig. 1 shows that at 95% CL, all of
the identified annihilation mechanisms (stop co-annihilation,
A/H -funnel and chargino co-annihilation) permit solutions
where the measured relic density is fully accounted for, as
well as scenarios where only a very small fraction of the DM
relic abundance is explained in the CMSSM. The fit does not
demonstrate any clear preference for the relic density to be
under-abundant or very close to the measured value. Looking
at the top of this plot, we indeed see the established picture
for chargino co-annihilation discussed above, where a pure
Higgsino DM candidate should have a mass of around 1 TeV
to fit the observed relic density.
In Fig. 2, we show 2D CMSSM joint profile likelihoods
for m0 and m1/2, as well as for tan β and A0. Here the plots
include both positive and negative μ, and are again coloured
by relic density mechanism. We see a large region of high
likelihood at large m0 and m1/2, consisting of overlapping
chargino co-annihilation and A/H -funnel points. The A/H -
funnel region is concentrated at high tan β, as is well known
from previous studies of the CMSSM (e.g. Ref. [312]). The
chargino co-annihilation region disfavours large negative A0,
in agreement with existing results in the literature.10
10 See for example Fig. 2d of Ref. [311], and the middle panels of Fig.
2 of Ref. [115].
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At lower m0 and m1/2, a stop co-annihilation region
appears, with a light stop very close in mass to the lightest
neutralino. Due to constraints from direct searches, as well
as Higgs-mass measurements at the LHC, which push up
the sfermion masses, these scenarios can only be obtained
through very large stop mixing. This restricts the stop co-
annihilation region to very large and negative A0 values, and
low-to-moderate tan β, as can be seen in the bottom panels
of Fig. 2. This region has not been seen in most of the recent
global fit literature, as revealing it requires not only consid-
eration of large, negative A0 values, but also very careful
scanning of the parameter space.11
The preference for large and negative A0 in stop co-
annihilation could lead to colour- or charge-breaking minima
in the scalar potential. We have investigated the presence of
such problems for points in the stop co-annihilation region,
using several conditions that have been proposed in the liter-
ature:
1. A2t < 3.0(m2Q3,3 + m2u3,3 + μ2 + m2Hu ) [313],
2. A2t < 7.5(m2Q3,3 + m2u3,3) − 3μ2 [314], and
3. A2t < 3.4(m2Q3,3 +m2Q3,3)+60(m2Hu +μ2), based on the
results in Ref. [79].
We found that whilst some points in this region do violate
one or more of these conditions, removing all points that
do so neither modifies the shapes of the likelihood contours
in our plots, nor the fact that the best-fit occurs in the stop
co-annihilation region. This question could in principle be
investigated further by calculating the tunnelling probability
for each point, e.g. using Vevacious [315]. However, it is
not possible to do this in a reasonable amount of time with
the large number of points in our scans. Even though the con-
ditions above are not definitive, being neither necessary nor
sufficient to establish that the vacuum of the theory breaks
gauge invariance, neither is studying stability with tools such
as Vevacious, due to the large number of scalar fields in the
MSSM and the resulting difficulty of finding all relevant min-
ima of the potential. We therefore leave detailed investigation
of such issues for a future paper.
Looking at the lower-right panel of Fig. 2, the stop co-
annihilation region undoubtedly extends to even lower val-
ues of A0 than we have considered here. Combined with
possible impacts of Sommerfeld enhancement on the relic
density [316], this would have the effect of allowing stop
co-annihilation to extend to very large values of m0 (Ref.
[316] found stop co-annihilation models with m0 as large as
13 TeV). However, as A0 becomes more negative, colour- and
charge-breaking vacua become an ever-increasing concern.
11 As this manuscript was undergoing final editing, an updated version
of Ref. [115] was released, showing a stop co-annihilation region in
good agreement with ours.
In contrast with previous results, we do not find a stau co-
annihilation region inside the 95% CL region surrounding
our overall best fit. We do find stau co-annihilation solu-
tions in the same region of parameter space as seen in the
literature12 when we look at 4σ confidence regions. In addi-
tion to this, we also see small islands of stau co-annihilation
appear inside the 2σ contours if we remove the LHC Run II
likelihood (leaving only Run I analyses), although these are
much smaller than seen in the previous literature. Therefore,
the likelihood of the stau co-annihilation strip is suppressed
in our results relative to those in the literature. Beyond the
LHC Run II likelihood, which has also been shown to impact
this region in Ref. [115], the suppression compared to other
regions of good fit comes mostly from the LHC Higgs likeli-
hood. This is influenced by the following differences in our
analysis compared to existing analyses (for recent examples
see Refs. [115,145,311]): (1) relaxation of the relic density
constraint to an upper bound, allowing light Higgsino DM
scenarios and consequentially relaxing the constraint on μ;
(2) differences in the Higgs mass calculation (FlexibleSUSY
rather than FeynHiggs) and branching ratio calculations
(HDECAY rather than FeynHiggs); (3) a wider prior mass
range than some previous scans; and (4) an improved scan-
ning technique, which finds a modestly better fit in the other
regions, relative to the stau co-annihilation region.
The plots in Fig. 2 combine scans for μ < 0 and μ > 0.
As the sign of μ is a discrete parameter, it is useful to also
investigate each sign independently. These plots are shown
in Fig. 3. A preference for positive μ, from the anomalous
magnetic moment of the muon aμ, has been reported previ-
ously (e.g. [145]). In our results Higgs observables and LHC
sparticle search likelihoods (and the large allowed range for
dimensionful parameters) push up the mass scale of the pre-
ferred sparticle spectrum, minimising the impact of the aμ
likelihood and removing the preference for positive μ. We
see a mild preference for μ < 0, which has a best fit log-
likelihood of −263.75, as compared to −265.00 for μ > 0.
The negative μ results also exhibit an enhanced stop co-
annihilation region at low mass, and a reduced A/H -funnel
region at higher mass, relative to the positive μ results.
The larger, better-fitting stop co-annihilation region at
μ < 0 is driven entirely by the Higgs signal likelihood, in
particular the fit to the gauge boson signal strengths. Positive
μ in this region suppresses the h → W W, Z Z , γ γ branching
fractions to below the observed values, leading to a best-fit
likelihood worse than the μ < 0 equivalent by  ln L = 1.3.
Indeed, the μ < 0 fit is actually slightly better than the fit of
the SM to the Higgs data, by  ln L = 0.9 units. Although
the implied preference for μ < 0 over μ > 0 is weak, at just
1.1σ (in 2D), this demonstrates that precision Higgs physics
12 See for example Fig. 3 of Ref. [311], Fig. 2 of Ref. [115] and Fig. 1
of [145].
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Fig. 3 Left: Profile likelihood ratio in the m0 − m1/2 plane of the CMSSM, for μ ≥ 0 (top) and μ < 0 (bottom). Right: Colour-coding showing
the mechanisms for avoiding a relic density of DM that exceeds the observed value
has now reached the stage where it can directly constrain the
parameters of supersymmeteric scenarios.
The vastly different size of the heavy Higgs funnel for
μ < 0 and μ > 0 is due to differences in LSP composi-
tion. For μ > 0, the A/H funnel contains many Higgsino
LSP points, which combine with the chargino co-annihilation
mechanism to form an extensive hybrid region. In constrast,
the bino solutions that do exist in this region are somewhat
more concentrated in the m0–m1/2 plane. For μ < 0, the
heavy Higgs funnel region is almost exclusively bino, leav-
ing the chargino co-annihilation to exist mostly as a pure
mechanism, and resulting in an upper limit on the mass of the
LSP of ∼ 1.2 TeV. Although there are some relatively isolated
points in the μ < 0 scan exhibiting hybrid funnel-chargino
co-annihilation behaviour, it seems difficult to obtain valid
solutions to the RGEs with such spectra when μ is negative.
The best-fit points for each relic density mechanism (with
positive and negative μ results combined) are given in Table
5. These are also shown in the figures of this section, as
stars coloured by their corresponding region. We also give
the mass spectrum for the global best-fit CMSSM point (col-
umn 5 of Table 5) in Fig. 4, demonstrating that the only
light superpartners are the lightest stop, the lightest two neu-
tralinos and the lightest chargino, which is almost exactly
degenerate in mass with the χ˜02 . The χ˜01 is a pure bino for
this point, whereas the χ˜02 and χ˜
±
1 are pure wino. The point
generates a relic density within the allowed range through
stop co-annihilation, but with a t˜1 − χ˜01 mass difference of
 40 GeV. This mass difference should ensure prompt stop
decay and potential visibility in future compressed spectrum
searches at the LHC.
In Table 5, we also give a detailed breakdown of the like-
lihood contributions from the different searches discussed in
Sect. 3, and compare to an ‘ideal’ reference likelihood. The
ideal likelihood is defined as the best likelihood that a model
could be expected to achieve, were it to perfectly predict all
detections, and make no additional contribution beyond that
predicted from background for all other searches. Computing
this is straightforward for most likelihood components, as it
follows directly from setting the model prediction to either
the observed value (e.g. mW , ch2, aμ, any nuisance param-
eters) or the background-only prediction (e.g. direct DM,
LHC and neutrino searches). In some cases however, where
multiple sub-observables are involved and the background-
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Table 5 Best-fit points in the CMSSM, for each of the regions charac-
terised by a specific mechanism for suppressing the relic density of dark
matter. Here we show the likelihood contributions, parameter values at
each point, and some quantities relevant for the interpretation of mass
spectra at the different best fits. We also give likelihood components
for a canonical ‘ideal’ likelihood (see text), along with its offset from
the global best-fit point. SLHA1 and SLHA2 files corresponding to the
best-fit point in each region can be found in the online data associated
with this paper [163]
Likelihood term Ideal A/H -funnel τ˜ co-ann. t˜ co-ann. χ˜±1 co-ann.  ln LBF
LHC sparticle searches 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
LHC Higgs −37.734 −37.960 −41.296 −38.042 −38.069 0.308
LEP Higgs 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
ALEPH selectron 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
ALEPH smuon 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
ALEPH stau 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
L3 selectron 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
L3 smuon 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
L3 stau 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
L3 neutralino leptonic 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
L3 chargino leptonic 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
OPAL chargino hadronic 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
OPAL chargino semi−leptonic 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
OPAL chargino leptonic 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
OPAL neutralino hadronic 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
B(s) → μ+μ− 0.000 −1.939 −2.739 −2.029 −1.939 2.029
Tree-level B and D decays 0.000 −15.515 −15.491 −15.283 −15.610 15.283
B0 → K ∗0μ+μ− −184.260 −196.506 −197.469 −196.088 −196.309 11.828
B → Xsγ 9.799 9.258 9.525 9.106 9.184 0.693
aμ 20.266 13.915 14.556 13.977 13.903 6.289
W mass 3.281 3.084 3.093 3.050 3.095 0.231
Relic density 5.989 5.989 5.984 5.989 5.989 0.000
PICO−2L −1.000 −1.000 −1.000 −1.000 −1.000 0.000
PICO−60 F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
SIMPLE 2014 −2.972 −2.972 −2.972 −2.972 −2.972 0.000
LUX 2015 −0.640 −0.676 −0.642 −0.640 −0.727 0.000
LUX 2016 −1.467 −1.539 −1.472 −1.467 −1.646 0.000
PandaX 2016 −1.886 −1.936 −1.889 −1.886 −2.009 0.000
SuperCDMS 2014 −2.248 −2.248 −2.248 −2.248 −2.248 0.000
XENON100 2012 −1.693 −1.675 −1.692 −1.693 −1.651 0.000
IceCube 79-string 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
γ rays (Fermi−LAT dwarfs) −33.244 −33.421 −33.393 −33.381 −33.394 0.137
ρ0 1.142 1.141 1.142 1.141 1.141 0.001
σs and σl −6.115 −6.115 −6.116 −6.115 −6.117 0.000
αs(m Z )(M S) 6.500 6.487 6.479 6.481 6.479 0.019
Top quark mass −0.645 −0.645 −0.645 −0.649 −0.645 0.004
Total −226.927 −264.273 −268.287 −263.747 −264.546 36.820
Quantity A/H -funnel τ˜ co-ann. t˜ co-ann. χ˜±1 co-ann.
A0 9924.435 −1227.154 −9965.036 9206.079
m0 9136.379 1476.893 4269.402 9000.628
m1/2 2532.163 2422.340 1266.043 2256.472
tan β 49.048 48.594 14.857 49.879
sgn(μ) − + − −
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Table 5 continued
Quantity A/H -funnel τ˜ co-ann. t˜ co-ann. χ˜±1 co-ann.
mt 173.366 173.358 173.267 173.329
αs(m Z )(M S) 0.119 0.119 0.119 0.119
ρ0 0.394 0.401 0.403 0.394
σs 42.950 43.031 42.975 43.503
σl 57.976 58.544 57.887 58.155
M1 1140.417 1089.994 556.554 1011.999
μ −1409.433 2621.118 −4073.398 −983.112
mt˜1 6554.967 3594.650 592.052 6279.661
m τ˜1 6590.901 1076.748 4071.458 6407.136
m A 2292.366 2182.200 5612.268 1953.735
mh 124.896 124.054 125.007 124.797
mχ˜01
1133.191 1076.738 565.069 973.418
(%bino, %Higgsino) (99, 1) (100, 0) (100, 0) (44, 56)
mχ˜02
1432.774 1999.921 1083.062 −1005.489
(%bino, %Higgsino) (1, 98) (0, 1) (0, 0) (0, 100)
mχ˜±1
1430.811 2000.084 1083.224 1002.018
(%wino, %Higgsino) (1, 99) (99, 1) (100, 0) (1, 99)
mg˜ 5545.587 5017.077 2926.857 5002.109
h2 6.88 × 10−2 1.06 × 10−1 4.62 × 10−2 4.00 × 10−3
Fig. 4 Sparticle mass spectrum of the CMSSM best-fit point
only or SM prediction can be improved on by including a
BSM contribution, a more nuanced calculation is required.
This is the case for the LHC Higgs and electroweak penguin
(B0 → K ∗0μ+μ−) likelihoods. For these components, we
define the ideal likelihood to be the highest value possible
in a more general phenomenological scenario. In the flavour
sector, we use the B0 → K ∗0μ+μ− likelihood at the best
fit point of the scan of the flavour EFT shown in Ref. [158].
In the Higgs sector, we take the best-fit likelihood obtainable
by allowing the mass, width and decay branching fractions
of a single scalar to vary freely in order to fit the full set of
data contained in HiggsSignals.
The log-likelihood difference of the best fit in the CMSSM
to the ideal likelihood is LBF = 36.820. This difference is
largely driven by known anomalies that cannot be explained
by either the SM or the MSSM, including the magnetic
moment of the muon (L = 6.289; see Ref. [159]) and the
B0 → K ∗0μ+μ− angular observables (L = 11.828; see
Ref. [158]). The largest contribution to LBF comes from
anomalies in tree-level B and D decays, in particular the
partially-correlated branching fraction ratios RD and RD∗ .
These have values of 0.308 and 0.248 respectively at the
best-fit point of the scan. For comparison, the SM predic-
tions are 0.300 and 0.252, whereas the observed values are
0.403 ± 0.047 and 0.310 ± 0.017. Further discussion and
details can be found in the FlavBit paper [158].
The log-likelihood difference of a point relative to the
ideal log-likelihood can be used to give some indication of
the goodness of fit, as its definition is very similar to half of
the “likelihood χ2” of Baker and Cousins [317]. The likeli-
hood χ2 is known to follow a χ2 distribution in the asymp-
totic limit. The main difficulty in using this fact is estimating
the effective degrees of freedom of the fit, as carrying out
simulations to find the true distribution of our test statistic is
computationally intractable.13 Given the number of observ-
13 We note that a similar thing has been done in the CMSSM [311],
but using a likelihood function far quicker to compute than ours, based
on interpolation in a 2D grid of LHC signal yields rather than explicit
simulation for each parameter combination.
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Fig. 5 Left: Profile likelihood ratio in the planes of the NUHM1 param-
eters m0 and m1/2 (top), and tan β and A0 (bottom). Explicit contour
lines for 68% and 95% CL are drawn in white and the best fit point is
indicated with a star. Right: Colour-coding shows the mechanisms to
avoid exceeding the observed relic density of DM
ables that actively constrain the fit, a reasonable guess for
the effective degrees of freedom is probably something in
the range of 30–50, leading to a p value of between 2×10−5
and 0.02 for the CMSSM; neither a particularly good fit nor
catastrophically bad, given the uncertainties involved in the
estimate of the p value. Taking 40 as a canonical estimate of
the degrees of freedom, for the sake of later comparison with
the NUHM1 and NUHM2, the p value would be 9.4×10−4.
4.2 NUHM1
The main results from the NUHM1 scan are shown in Figs. 5
and 6. Figure 5 shows results in the m0–m1/2 and tan β–A0
planes, with plots of the profile likelihood ratio on the left
and the DM annihilation mechanisms, defined as in the pre-
vious subsection, on the right. In comparison to the CMSSM
equivalent, Fig. 2, one can see that the additional freedom in
the NUHM1 substantially extends the likelihood contours,
so that much of the parameter space is now allowed.
In particular, we now find a stau co-annihilation region,
which was absent in the CMSSM results. The extra freedom
present in the Higgs sector in the NUHM1 avoids the penalty
from the LHC Higgs likelihood seen in stau co-annihilation
models in the CMSSM. Furthermore, we now see chargino
co-annihilation solutions within the 2σ contours that extend
to arbitrarily low m0. These are both a consequence of the
fact that once m0 is decoupled from m H , the former can
be pushed low without impacting EWSB. This allows light
staus to exist, making stau co-annihilation viable, and also
means that |μ| can be low at arbitrarily small m0, leading to
Higgsino LSPs.
Such low values of m0 in chargino-coannihilation sce-
narios suggests that the first- and second-generation squarks
may be light enough to be constrained directly by collider
searches. However, a detailed examination reveals that their
masses remain above 2 TeV, and out of reach of LHC limits,
for all models within our 2σ contours.
A similar expansion of the chargino co-annihilation
region14 has been seen in the previous literature comparing
the CMSSM and NUHM1 models (see e.g. Fig. 6 of Ref.
14 The stau co-annihilation region also extends to arbitrarily low m0,
but this is because our definition of stau co-annihilation admits the
possibility of an under-abundant Higgsino DM candidate with hybrid
stau and chargino co-annihilation.
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Fig. 6 As per Fig. 5, but for the m1/2–m H (top) and m0–m H (bottom) planes
[129] and Fig. 1 of Ref. [145], although the contours do not
reach arbitrarily low m0 for all m1/2 in those studies. This
difference can be explained by the additional freedom asso-
ciated with only applying the relic density measurement as
a one-sided limit. We checked that demanding neutralinos
make up all of DM removes some low-m0 scenarios from
the 2σ contours, such that a better agreement with the results
in the literature is obtained.
Another interesting feature of this is that these low m0
values mean that the NUHM1 admits significantly lighter
squarks within the chargino co-annihilation region than in
the CMSSM.
We give results in the m H –m1/2 and m H –m0 planes for
the NUHM1 in Fig. 6. These plots show a sharp cut-off in the
likelihood near the diagonals m0 ≈ m H and m1/2 ≈ m H ,
such that m H must be greater than both m0 and m1/2. This
structure emerges from the combination of several effects.
Reducing m H with respect to m0 and m1/2 leads to m2Hu
running to a more negative value, and this in turn leads to
a larger μ value through the EWSB conditions. Past this
boundary in Fig. 6, μ is then always significantly larger than
the bino mass, M1. As a result the neutralino LSP is always
bino in these scenarios and requires either an A/H -funnel
or sfermion co-annihilation mechanism to reduce the relic
density to the measured value or below. The A/H -funnel
mechanism also requires μ to be small, as μ2 gives a con-
tribution to the pseudoscalar mass. As a result, if μ is much
larger than 2M1, then the relation for the A/H -funnel mech-
anism, m A ≈ 2mχ˜01 ≈ 2M1, cannot be achieved. Although
we do find majority-bino LSPs annihilating through an A/H -
funnel, these have smaller values of μ than can be achieved
when m H is less than either m0 or m1/2. Finally, sfermion co-
annihilation can be effective in this region, but only for lower
values of m0 and m1/2. In those scenarios, if m H  m0, m1/2
the likelihood is suppressed by the LHC Higgs likelihood,
because it is difficult to fit the 125 GeV Higgs there.
We investigated charge- and colour-breaking minima in
the NUHM1 in the same way as in the CMSSM (Sect. 4.1).
As in the CMSSM, a number of models within our 95% CL
regions are affected by one or more of the three proposed
conditions, but removing all such parameter combinations
does not move the best fit to a different region, nor substan-
tially change the regions of parameter space preferred by our
fits.
As we did for the CMSSM, in Table 6 we show the best-fit
points for each mechanism for depleting the relic density of
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Table 6 Best-fit points in the NUHM1, for each of the regions charac-
terised by a specific mechanism for suppressing the relic density of dark
matter. Here we show the likelihood contributions, parameter values at
each point, and some quantities relevant for the interpretation of mass
spectra at the different best fits. We also give likelihood components
for a canonical ‘ideal’ likelihood (see text), along with its offset from
the global best-fit point. SLHA1 and SLHA2 files corresponding to the
best-fit point in each region can be found in the online data associated
with this paper [163]
Likelihood term Ideal A/H -funnel τ˜ co-ann. t˜ co-ann. χ˜±1 co-ann.  ln LBF
LHC sparticle searches 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
LHC Higgs −37.734 −38.646 −38.182 −38.271 −38.531 0.537
LEP Higgs 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
ALEPH selectron 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
ALEPH smuon 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
ALEPH stau 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
L3 selectron 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
L3 smuon 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
L3 stau 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
L3 neutralino leptonic 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
L3 chargino leptonic 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
OPAL chargino hadronic 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
OPAL chargino semi-leptonic 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
OPAL chargino leptonic 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
OPAL neutralino hadronic 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
B(s) → μ+μ− 0.000 −1.985 −2.033 −2.032 −2.043 2.032
Tree-level B and D decays 0.000 −15.703 −15.286 −15.286 −15.282 15.286
B0 → K ∗0μ+μ− −184.260 −196.553 −195.323 −194.855 −194.825 10.595
B → Xsγ 9.799 9.272 8.696 8.430 8.351 1.369
aμ 20.266 14.158 13.837 13.819 13.836 6.447
W mass 3.281 3.095 3.062 3.075 3.096 0.206
Relic density 5.989 5.989 5.989 5.989 5.989 0.000
PICO-2L −1.000 −1.000 −1.000 −1.000 −1.000 0.000
PICO-60 F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 −0.001 0.000
SIMPLE 2014 −2.972 −2.972 −2.972 −2.972 −2.972 0.000
LUX 2015 −0.640 −0.666 −0.646 −0.659 −0.676 0.019
LUX 2016 −1.467 −1.519 −1.479 −1.504 −1.539 0.037
PandaX 2016 −1.886 −1.921 −1.894 −1.912 −1.936 0.026
SuperCDMS 2014 −2.248 −2.248 −2.248 −2.248 −2.248 0.000
XENON100 2012 −1.693 −1.680 −1.690 −1.684 −1.675 0.009
IceCube 79-string 0.000 −0.014 0.000 0.000 −0.135 0.000
γ rays (Fermi-LAT dwarfs) −33.244 −33.384 −33.364 −33.373 −33.398 0.129
ρ0 1.142 1.141 1.141 1.140 1.141 0.002
σs and σl −6.115 −6.115 −6.135 −6.124 −6.117 0.009
αs(m Z )(M S) 6.500 6.491 6.488 6.493 6.494 0.007
Top quark mass −0.645 −0.647 −0.673 −0.655 −0.645 0.010
Total −226.927 −264.907 −263.712 −263.629 −264.115 36.702
Quantity A/H -funnel τ˜ co-ann. t˜ co-ann. χ˜±1 co-ann.
A0 9084.348 −7798.283 −7016.861 −6439.114
m0 5139.563 1659.858 2042.775 1472.445
m1/2 5266.693 2656.510 2245.476 2319.968
m H 6954.864 5407.626 4990.078 5034.071
tan β 53.263 19.430 18.128 11.840
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Table 6 continued
Quantity A/H -funnel τ˜ co-ann. t˜ co-ann. χ˜±1 co-ann.
sgn(μ) + − − −
mt 173.393 173.522 173.451 173.362
αs(m Z )(M S) 0.119 0.118 0.119 0.119
ρ0 0.403 0.398 0.408 0.396
σs 42.776 43.646 43.747 42.478
σl 57.737 56.355 57.132 58.024
M1 2419.401 1184.390 994.971 1023.177
μ 836.283 −1753.895 −1462.491 −351.100
mt˜1 7902.945 1198.127 1032.608 1012.967
m τ˜1 2231.113 1295.803 1819.486 1513.479
m A 1805.767 5428.634 5002.455 5122.233
mh 125.026 124.544 124.531 124.903
mχ˜01
856.207 1179.991 993.716 358.905
(%bino, %Higgsino) (0, 100) (100, 0) (100, 0) (0, 100)
mχ˜02
−858.645 1760.580 1467.989 −364.815
(%bino, %Higgsino) (0, 100) (0, 98) (0, 98) (0, 100)
mχ˜±1
857.791 1760.608 1467.887 362.366
(%wino, %Higgsino) (0, 100) (2, 98) (2, 98) (0, 100)
mg˜ 10470.041 5462.593 4705.842 4823.285
h2 7.03 × 10−2 5.24 × 10−2 9.29 × 10−2 1.59 × 10−2
Fig. 7 Sparticle mass spectrum of the NUHM1 best-fit point
DM. The best-fit point in the chargino co-annihilation region
has small χ˜01 , χ˜
0
2 and χ˜
±
1 masses, but escapes LHC exclu-
sion due to the highly compressed mass spectrum for these
sparticles. As in the CMSSM, the overall best-fit point lies in
the stop co-annihilation region. Its mass spectrum is shown
in Fig. 7. There are important differences to the CMSSM
case, however. Firstly, the stop is heavier, now sitting just
above 1 TeV in mass. The t˜1 − χ˜01 mass difference is once
again roughly 40 GeV, ensuring prompt decay of the stop.
The heavier stop mass is accompanied by a heavier mass
spectrum in general, with no sparticles lighter than 800 GeV
in mass. The χ˜01 is pure bino, but the χ˜02 , χ˜03 and χ˜
±
1 are now
predominantly Higgsino in character, leaving the χ˜04 and χ˜
±
2
to be mostly wino. Discovery of this point would be very
challenging at the LHC in the near future, due to the heavy
weakly-coupled states, and the lack of light coloured states
that have a large mass splitting with the χ˜01 .
For the NUHM1,  ln LBF = 36.702, slightly better than
what we found in the CMSSM. For the sake of comparison
with the CMSSM (p = 9.4 × 10−4 if computed with 40
degrees of freedom), we can compute a p-value assuming
one less degree of freedom, i.e. 39. This gives 7.1 × 10−4,
slightly worse than the CMSSM. We see that despite the
improvement in the fit, the fact that it has not delivered a
sufficiently large improvement in  ln LBF means that this
is not enough to outweigh the penalty associated with the
introduction of the additional parameter.
4.3 NUHM2
The NUHM2 results are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Figure 8
shows results in the m0–m1/2 and tan β–A0 planes, with plots
of the profile likelihood ratio on the left and the annihilation
mechanism, defined at the start of Sect. 4.1, on the right.
In comparison to the NUHM1 results, the stau co-
annihilation region is significantly extended, covering higher
values of m1/2, and lower A0 and tan β. This is due to mod-
ification of the RG flow for the soft scalar stau masses that
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Fig. 8 Left: Profile likelihoods in the NUHM2, in terms of the m0 − m1/2 and A0 − tan β planes. Right: corresponding mechanisms to avoid
exceeding the observed relic density of DM
occurs when the soft Higgs masses are split at the GUT scale.
A similar effect has been observed and discussed for this
model in Ref. [148]. As in the NUHM1 despite the low val-
ues of m0 our models within the 2σ contours do not generate
first and second generation squark masses below ∼ 2 TeV.
In Fig. 9 we show the structure of the m Hu –m1/2 and m Hd –
m1/2 planes in the same format as the m0–m1/2 and tan β–A0
planes. The m Hu –m1/2 plot is quite similar to the m H –m1/2
plot (Fig. 6) for the NUHM1 model discussed in Sect. 4.2,
while in contrast there is not much structure in the m Hd –m1/2
plane.15
This could be anticipated from the NUHM1 results (again
Fig. 6), as the structure was caused by the fact that smaller
m Hu at the GUT scale leads to μ  M1 at the SUSY scale,
making bino DM the only possibility. As in the NUHM1
case, the A/H -funnel mechanism for the bino again does not
work because μ is too large to allow m A ≈ 2mχ˜01 ≈ 2M1.
However, the extra freedom in the Higgs sector from splitting
m Hu and m Hd at the GUT scale does allow a better LHC Higgs
15 For brevity we omit plots showing the m Hu –m0 and m Hd –m0 planes,
which exhibit the same behaviour.
likelihood at smaller m0 and m1/2, so that the stau and stop
co-annihilation regions can be found when m Hu  m0, m1/2.
As with the NUHM1, we checked the three charge-
and colour-breaking conditions mentioned in Sect. 4.1. The
results were as in the NUHM1: some individual parameter
combinations are affected, but the overall inference is not.
We give a table of best-fit NUHM2 points in Table 7, with
the mass spectrum for the overall best fit shown in Fig. 10.
Once again, the overall best fit is obtained for a point that
satisfies the relic density bound through stop co-annihilation.
The t˜1 mass is 950 GeV, but the mass difference with the
χ˜01 is now less than 20 GeV, making this very difficult to
resolve at the LHC. The neutralino-chargino sector features
a pure bino χ˜01 , wino-dominated χ˜02 and χ˜
±
1 , and Higgsino-
dominated χ˜03 , χ˜04 and χ˜
±
2 . The large mass of the χ˜
0
2 adds to
the problem of the t˜1 − χ˜01 mass difference, making this a
particularly challenging scenario for collider searches.
For the NUHM2,  ln L = 36.362, indicating a better fit
than either the CMSSM or NUHM1. This is expected to some
extent, as the NUHM2 has one more free parameter than the
NUHM1. Indeed, accounting for the extra freedom in the fit
(i.e. adopting a canonical degree of freedom of 38 instead
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Fig. 9 As per Fig. 8, but for the m Hu –m1/2 (top) and m Hd –m1/2 (bottom) planes
of 39 or 40 – see previous subsections), and computing the
implied p-value, the result is just 5.9 × 10−4. This actually
disfavours the NUHM2 compared to the NUHM1 (p = 7.1×
10−4 for 39 dof) and CMSSM (p = 9.4 × 10−4 for 40
dof), because its additional parameter does not provide a
sufficiently large improvement to the overall fit.
We have not commented so far on the ability of any of
the models to explain the large discrepancy between the
measured value of aμ ≡ (g − 2)μ/2 and that predicted by
the SM [237,318]. This is because, with the heavy spectra
found, a sizable supersymmetric contribution to aμ is not
expected. However, in Ref. [148] (see right panel of Fig. 12
in that paper), it was found that although the best fit for the
NUHM2 predicts a very small aμ, there are points within the
2σ contours that predict significantly larger values of around
2 × 10−9, which may give some grounds for optimism. In
contrast, the MSSM contribution to aμ within the 2σ confi-
dence regions of our CMSSM, NUHM1 and NUHM2 fits is
below 5×10−10. We show this visually in Fig. 11. Therefore,
with the latest data and using GM2Calc to obtain the most
precise calculation available of the supersymmetric contri-
butions to the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon, we
find that none of the GUT-scale models that we consider can
make a significant contribution to resolving this discrepancy.
A similar point can be made about the flavour anomalies
associated with the angular observables in B0 → K ∗0μ+μ−
decays and the ratios RD and RD∗; none of the best-fits
or 95% CL regions of our scans indicate any ability for
these data to be explained within the CMSSM, NUHM1 or
NUHM2.
4.4 Discovery prospects
In the following we discuss the discovery prospects of the
CMSSM, NUHM1 and NUHM2, given current constraints.
We first address prospects at the LHC, followed by direct and
indirect detection of DM.
4.4.1 LHC
In Fig. 12, we show the 1D profile likelihood ratio for the
masses of the gluino, lightest (third generation) squarks,
lightest stau, lightest chargino and lightest neutralino in the
CMSSM, NUHM1 and NUHM2. The likelihood is generally
low for coloured sparticles light enough to be in reach of LHC
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Table 7 Best-fit points in the NUHM2, for each of the regions charac-
terised by a specific mechanism for suppressing the relic density of dark
matter. Here we show the likelihood contributions, parameter values at
each point, and some quantities relevant for the interpretation of mass
spectra at the different best fits. We also give likelihood components
for a canonical ‘ideal’ likelihood (see text), along with its offset from
the global best-fit point. SLHA1 and SLHA2 files corresponding to the
best-fit point in each region can be found in the online data associated
with this paper [163]
Likelihood term Ideal A/H -funnel τ˜ co-ann. t˜ co-ann. χ˜±1 co-ann.  ln LBF
LHC sparticle searches 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
LHC Higgs −37.734 −38.563 −37.928 −37.980 −38.484 0.246
LEP Higgs 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
ALEPH selectron 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
ALEPH smuon 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
ALEPH stau 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
L3 selectron 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
L3 smuon 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
L3 stau 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
L3 neutralino leptonic 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
L3 chargino leptonic 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
OPAL chargino hadronic 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
OPAL chargino semi-leptonic 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
OPAL chargino leptonic 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
OPAL neutralino hadronic 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
B(s) → μ+μ− 0.000 −1.972 −2.037 −2.033 −2.030 2.033
Tree-level B and D decays 0.000 −15.553 −15.283 −15.283 −15.290 15.283
B0 → K ∗0μ+μ− −184.260 −195.596 −195.475 −195.043 −194.415 10.783
B → Xsγ 9.799 8.865 8.797 8.550 8.077 1.249
aμ 20.266 14.086 13.756 13.842 13.876 6.424
W mass 3.281 3.060 3.078 3.074 3.097 0.207
Relic density 5.989 5.989 5.989 5.989 5.989 0.000
PICO-2L −1.000 −1.000 −1.000 −1.000 −1.000 0.000
PICO-60 F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
SIMPLE 2014 −2.972 −2.972 −2.972 −2.972 −2.972 0.000
LUX 2015 −0.640 −0.657 −0.641 −0.641 −0.671 0.001
LUX 2016 −1.467 −1.501 −1.468 −1.470 −1.529 0.003
PandaX 2016 −1.886 −1.909 −1.887 −1.888 −1.929 0.002
SuperCDMS 2014 −2.248 −2.248 −2.248 −2.248 −2.248 0.000
XENON100 2012 −1.693 −1.685 −1.693 −1.692 −1.678 0.001
IceCube 79-string 0.000 −0.021 0.000 0.000 −0.108 0.000
γ rays (Fermi-LAT dwarfs) −33.244 −33.398 −33.371 −33.369 −33.398 0.125
ρ0 1.142 1.141 1.137 1.141 1.131 0.001
σs and σl −6.115 −6.115 −6.116 −6.115 −6.116 0.000
αs(m Z )(M S) 6.500 6.447 6.499 6.496 6.496 0.004
Top quark mass −0.645 −0.652 −0.661 −0.646 −0.645 0.001
Total −226.927 −264.255 −263.524 −263.289 −263.855 36.362
Quantity A/H -funnel τ˜ co-ann. t˜ co-ann. χ˜±1 co-ann.
A0 7337.758 −6666.073 −7706.626 −8213.109
m0 4945.237 1582.304 3294.531 2697.314
m1/2 4981.246 2265.444 2085.463 2607.561
m Hu 6845.748 3714.036 5196.468 6282.001
m Hd 93.459 9285.571 8990.311 4005.580
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Table 7 continued
Quantity A/H -funnel τ˜ co-ann. t˜ co-ann. χ˜±1 co-ann.
tan β 28.221 22.567 23.345 18.075
sgn(μ) + − − −
mt 173.246 173.479 173.388 173.328
αs(m Z )(M S) 0.119 0.119 0.119 0.119
ρ0 0.396 0.388 0.405 0.381
σs 43.162 42.562 43.121 43.323
σl 57.980 58.022 57.890 57.764
M1 2277.442 1004.143 925.176 1157.614
μ 537.021 −2480.773 −1928.496 −382.757
mt˜1 7589.989 1030.595 948.763 1217.299
m τ˜1 4633.573 1083.376 3001.595 2261.195
m A 1176.568 9151.605 8624.785 3808.674
mh 125.377 124.398 125.173 125.414
mχ˜01
553.377 1004.076 930.008 391.009
(%bino, %Higgsino) (0, 100) (100, 0) (100, 0) (0, 100)
mχ˜02
−555.848 1868.405 1734.260 −396.274
(%bino, %Higgsino) (0, 100) (0, 1) (0, 6) (0, 100)
mχ˜±1
554.943 1868.573 1734.450 394.095
(%wino, %Higgsino) (0, 100) (99, 1) (94, 6) (0, 100)
mg˜ 9979.887 4715.895 4471.116 5436.877
h2 3.06 × 10−2 6.76 × 10−2 4.49 × 10−2 1.81 × 10−2
Fig. 10 Sparticle mass spectrum of the NUHM2 best-fit point
Run II, but there is an interesting peak of high likelihood at
low stop masses for all three models, centred on the best-fit
masses of 592, 1030 and 950 GeV for the CMSSM, NUHM1
and NUHM2 respectively. At least naively, this appears wor-
thy of further investigation for each model, in terms of the
potential for discovery at the LHC.
Concentrating first on the profile likelihood for mt˜1 in
the CMSSM, the first consideration is the mass difference
mt˜1 − mχ˜01 for models with a low stop mass, as experimental
prospects generally deteriorate rapidly for more compressed
spectra. The CMSSM 1D profile likelihood ratio for the mass
Fig. 11 1D profile likelihood ratio for aμ in the CMSSM (red),
NUHM1 (blue) and NUHM2 (purple). For comparison we show a
Gaussian likelihood for the observed discrepancy aμ,obs − aμ,SM =
(28.7 ± 8.0) × 10−10 (green), adding the experimental and theoretical
uncertanties in quadrature
difference mt˜1 − mχ˜01 is shown in the top panels of Fig. 13
in red, while Fig. 14 shows the 2D profile likelihood in the
t˜1 − χ˜01 mass plane. The low-mass stop solutions all satisfy
the relic density constraint through stop co-annihilation, giv-
ing stop–neutralino mass differences below ∼ 50 GeV. For
very small mass differences, below the mass of the b quark,
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Fig. 12 1D profile likelihoods for the masses of g˜, t˜1, b˜1, τ˜1, χ˜01 and χ˜
±
1 in the CMSSM (red), NUHM1 (blue) and NUHM2 (purple)
these points could be probed by long-lived particle searches
at the LHC. We defer a detailed study of this to future work.
If the stop decays promptly, however, this region can in
principle be probed by LHC compressed spectra searches,
particularly in the recent Run II updates that were not
included in our initial scan. Although we plan a detailed
analysis of the full range of recent LHC results in a forth-
coming paper, some insight can be gained by examining the
recent 36 fb−1 simplified model limits presented by the CMS
experiment [291,321–324] at 13 TeV. They carried out stop
searches in a variety of final states, and interpreted them
in terms a model in which stop pair production is immedi-
ately followed by decay to a (possibly off-shell) top quark
and the lightest neutralino. Although this is not necessarily
the case for our models, the simplified model limit acts as a
guide to the strongest possible exclusion potential of these
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Fig. 13 Left: 1D profile likelihoods for the mass differences mt˜1 − mχ˜01 (top) and mχ˜+1 − mχ˜01 (bottom), in the CMSSM (red), NUHM1 (blue) and
NUHM2 (purple). Right: as per left-hand plots, but zoomed to focus on the smallest mass differences
Run II searches. We show this limit in Fig. 14 as a red line.
The low-mass part of our 2σ best-fit region remains out of
reach of the latest CMS search. We have also checked that
the models in this region emerge almost unscathed when
compared to recent ATLAS limits on compressed stop sce-
narios [325–327],16 but there is some hope that at least the
lower parts of this region will be probed in the near future.
Completely excluding the stop co-annihilation region in the
CMSSM would require probing compressed spectra in light-
est stop decays up to a stop mass of approximately 900 GeV.
Although finding such models is challenging at the LHC, stop
pair-production is within the kinematic reach of a multi-TeV
linear collider for the whole region, and dedicated analy-
sis, similar to searches for Higgsino-dominated neutralinos,
should be effective in constraining such models.
This picture changes in the NUHM1, which is most
easily seen by examining which mechanism for obeying
16 We note that the ATLAS limit assumes a 100% branching fraction
for the process t˜1 → cχ˜01 . We have checked that this agrees closely
with the branching fractions returned by DecayBit and SUSY-HIT for
our best-fit stop co-annihilation point.
the relic density constraint is active in each region of the
t˜1 − χ˜01 mass plane. Figure 15 shows that, whereas the
entire CMSSM 95% CL region at low stop masses arises
from stop co-annihilation, the extra freedom in the NUHM1
model allows the existence of points with low stop mass that
generate the required relic density through either the stau
co-annihilation or chargino co-annihilation mechanisms (or
indeed some combination thereof). There is hence a region
with stop masses below 1 TeV that would exhibit larger
t˜1 − χ˜01 mass differences, making future discovery at the
LHC an easier prospect. Indeed, comparison with the most
recent CMS simplified model limits demonstrates that part of
this chargino co-annihilation region may already have been
probed [319]. Still, the region of highest likelihood is the stop
co-annihilation region, with mt˜1 − mχ˜01  50 GeV. This canbe seen in the top panels of Fig. 13 in blue. Excluding the
stop co-annihilation mechanism entirely in the NUHM1 is
more difficult than in the CMSSM, requiring the ability to
probe compressed spectra for t˜1 masses up to approximately
1700 GeV, as seen in Fig. 15. The situation in the NUHM2
model (not shown) is qualitatively similar.
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Fig. 14 2D profile likelihoods for the CMSSM, plotted in the t˜1 − χ˜01
mass plane. Left: the full range of neutralino masses present in the com-
bined sample. Right: as per the lefthand panle, but zoomed in to focus
on the low-mass region. Superimposed in red is the latest CMS Run
II simplified model limit for t˜1 pair production, followed by decay to t
quarks and the lightest neutralino [319]. This limit should be interpreted
with caution (for details see main text)
Fig. 15 95% CL 2D profile likelihoods in the t˜1 − χ˜01 mass plane,
coloured according to the mechanism(s) active in depleting the relic
density. Left: the CMSSM. Right: the NUHM1. Superimposed in red
is the latest CMS Run II simplified model limit for t˜1 pair production
and subsequent decay to t quarks and the lightest neutralino [319]. This
limit should be interpreted with caution (for details see main text)
Figure 12 also shows the presence of a region with rel-
atively small τ˜1 masses, particularly in the NUHM1 and
NUHM2. These masses are, however, already too large to
lead to substantial stau production, given the small direct
production cross-section [329] at 13 TeV.
Finally, we consider the prospects for discovery of
charginos and neutralinos in the CMSSM, NUHM1 and
NUHM2, as there are high-likelihood model points with rela-
tively low χ˜01 and χ˜
±
1 masses in all three models. In Figure 16,
we show the profile likelihood ratio in the χ˜±1 −χ˜01 mass plane
for the CMSSM, as well as a version colour-coded by the
mechanism for depleting the relic density. For low masses,
there is always a strict correlation between the χ˜±1 and χ˜01
masses in the CMSSM. The mχ˜±1 ∼ mχ˜01 correlation is a con-
sequence of a Higgsino-dominated lightest neutralino, which
is always accompanied by a Higgsino-dominated chargino
with a similar mass and leads to chargino co-annihilation. In
the stop co-annihilation region, the neutralino is dominantly
bino, and the chargino is mostly wino, with a mass about
twice that of the neutralino. This comes from the approximate
2 : 1 ratio between the low-scale wino and bino mass parame-
ters, produced by RGE running from the common GUT-scale
input value m1/2. We also show the envelope of the latest
CMS simplified model interpretations for χ˜±1 χ˜01 production
and decay with decoupled sleptons [330–333]. This should
only be used as an indicator of the optimum CMS exclusion
power, as we have not performed a detailed examination of
our model points to check that the EW gaugino mixing matri-
ces and decay branching ratios match the CMS assumptions.
Only the low-mass tip of the stop co-annihilation part of our
2σ region has been probed by the most recent CMS analyses,
and the best fit point is far beyond the current LHC reach.
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Fig. 16 Left: Profile likelihood for the CMSSM in the χ˜±1 − χ˜01 mass
plane. Right: Colour-coding shows the mechanism(s) that allow models
within the 95% CL region to avoid exceeding the observed relic den-
sity of DM. Superimposed in red is the latest CMS Run II simplified
model limit for χ˜±1 χ˜01 pair production and decay with decoupled slep-
tons [320]. This limit should be interpreted with caution (for details see
main text)
Fig. 17 Left: Profile likelihood for the NUHM1 in the χ˜±1 − χ˜01 mass
plane. Right: Colour-coding shows the mechanism(s) that allow models
within the 95% CL region to avoid exceeding the observed relic density
of DM. Superimposed in red is the latest CMS Run II simplified model
limit for χ˜±1 χ˜01 pair production and decay via sleptons [328]. This limit
should be interpreted with caution (for details see main text)
Figure 17 shows the profile likelihood ratio in the χ˜±1 −χ˜01
mass plane for the NUHM1. The low-mass region now sees a
contribution from stau co-annihilation in addition to chargino
co-annihilation. This is interesting for LHC searches, as the
assumption of decoupled sleptons clearly no longer applies.
The recent CMS simplified model interpretations include a
model where the sleptons are not decoupled, but the inter-
pretation is even more fraught than that of the previous sim-
plified models we have considered. The slepton masses are
fixed in these scenarios, and one can generically expect the
strength of the exclusions to decrease as one departs both
from the mass assumptions, and from the branching ratio
assumptions. Nevertheless, we show this limit in Fig. 17 in
order to demonstrate the most optimistic possible exclusion,
compared to our 2D profile likelihood. Almost the entire
region with compressed spectra remains unprobed. As the
bottom right plot of Fig. 13 shows, the highest likelihood
in the degenerate region is obtained for chargino–neutralino
mass differences less than 15 GeV, which is small enough to
escape the CMS searches. However, the part of our low-mass
95% CL region without degenerate χ˜±1 − χ˜01 masses may be
within current LHC reach. Furthermore, there is hope that
the LHC would prove capable of exploring part of the 68%
CL region in the near future. The situation in the NUHM2 is
shown in Fig. 18. The main difference with the NUHM1 is
that the low-mass region potentially explored by the recent
CMS analysis updates falls within our 68% CL preferred
region.
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Fig. 18 Left: Profile likelihood for the NUHM2 in the χ˜±1 − χ˜01 mass
plane. Right: Colour-coding shows mechanism(s) that allow models
within the 95% CL region to avoid exceeding the observed relic density
of DM. Superimposed in red is the latest CMS Run II simplified model
limit for χ˜±1 χ˜01 pair production and decay via sleptons [328]. This limit
should be interpreted with caution (for details see main text)
Fig. 19 The spin-independent neutralino-proton cross-section. Upper
left: Profile likelihood in the CMSSM. Lower left: Colour-coding shows
the active mechanism(s) by which CMSSM models avoid exceed-
ing the observed relic density of DM, through either chargino co-
annihilation, the A/H funnel, or stop co-annihilation. Top right: Colour-
coded regions in the NUHM1, now also featuring stau co-annihilation
(blue). Bottom right: Colour-coded regions of the NUHM2. 90% CL
exclusion limits are overlaid from the complete LUX exposure [228],
the projected reach of XENON1T with two years of exposure, the pro-
jected reach of XENONnT/LZ with 20 tonne-years of exposure [334]
(around 1–3 years of data), and the projected reach of DARWIN with
200 tonne-years of exposure [335] (around 3–4 years of data). The “neu-
trino floor”, where the coherent neutrino background starts to limit the
experimental sensitivity, is indicated by the dashed grey line [336]. The
exact position of this limit is subject to several caveats; see [336] for
further details
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Fig. 20 The spin-dependent neutralino-proton cross-section. Upper
left: Profile likelihood in the CMSSM. Bottom left: Colour-coding
shows the active mechanism(s) by which CMSSM models avoid exceed-
ing the observed relic density of DM, through either chargino co-
annihilation, the A/H funnel, or stop co-annihilation. Top right: Colour-
coded regions in the NUHM1, now also featuring stau co-annihilation
(blue). Bottom right: Colour-coded regions of the NUHM2. 90% CL
exclusion limits are overlaid from the 79-string IceCube search for
DM [7,222], assuming dark matter annihilation in the Sun to b¯b (yel-
low solid) and τ+τ− (red solid) final states, from PICO-60 [235] (green
solid), and projected limits from PICO-250 [337] (green dashes)
4.4.2 Direct detection
Now we turn to a discussion of the discovery prospects at
future direct DM detection experiments. In Figs. 19 and 20,
we show the spin-independent (SI) and spin-dependent (SD)
nuclear scattering cross-sections of the lightest neutralino as
a function of its mass, scaled for the fraction of the local den-
sity of DM in neutralinos. We give the full profile likelihood
for the CMSSM only. The other panels show 2σ confidence
regions for each model, with color-coded mechanisms for
reducing the relic density to or below the observed value.
In the CMSSM, the chargino co-annihilation and A/H -
funnel regions largely overlap, predicting SI cross-sections
in the range 10−46–10−44 cm2 and neutralino masses from
200 to 2500 GeV. This region will be almost fully probed
by XENON1T after two years of data-taking (long dashed
curve), and could be completely excluded by XENONnT or
LZ with 1–3 years of data (short dashed curve). The stop
region has significantly lower SI cross-sections, with an LSP
that can be almost pure bino in nature. Most of this region
is outside of the projected reach of future multi-tonne detec-
tors, although the proposed ∼ 50-tonne DARWIN experi-
ment may probe it slightly (dotted curve). As discussed in
Sect. 4.4.1, this region is also difficult to see at the LHC, but
may be within the reach of a future linear collider.
The NUHM1 and NUHM2 display similar properties,
with large parts of the chargino co-annihilation and A/H -
funnel regions able to be tested in the near future, including
models with very heavy LSPs (in the NUHM2 case, up to
4.5 TeV). Some of the chargino co-annihilation region at rela-
tively low LSP masses (< 1250 GeV) will remain untested by
future direct detection experiments until DARWIN. Parts of
both the stop and stau co-annihilation regions will escape all
direct detection, even DARWIN, although other parts of this
region at higher masses will be easily detected or excluded
by XENON1T.
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In Fig. 20 we show the rescaled spin-dependent neutralino-
proton scattering cross-sections for the CMSSM, NUHM1
and NUHM2. Here we overplot current PICO limits not
included in our scan [235], and sensitivity estimates for PIC0-
250, a scaled-up version of PICO-60 [337]. We also show the
IceCube 79-string limits from Ref. [7], for two different anni-
hilation final states. We can see that the preferred regions are
relatively far from the current limits, so future direct detec-
tion experiments are unlikely to probe them further. However,
the proposed neutrino telescopes IceCube-PINGU [338] and
KM3NeT-ORCA [339] may have sufficient additional sen-
sitivity to test the models with largest SD cross-sections.
Although estimates of the expected sensitivity of these exper-
iments to σSD exist, those estimates do not (yet) extend above
DM masses of 100 GeV, so at present they can tell us little
about prospects for discovery of the CMSSM, NUHM1 or
NUHM2.
Figure 19 shows the 2σ allowed region for the SI
cross-section extending to substantially lower values in the
CMSSM than the NUHM1 or NUHM2. This seems sur-
prising, as the CMSSM is a subspace of the NUHM1 and
NUHM2, so all viable CMSSM models are indeed also viable
NUHM1 and NUHM2 models. The improvement in the best-
fit likelihood in the NUHM1 compared to the CMSSM is
not sufficient to explain this effect. The smallest scattering
cross-sections are caused by cancellations in the tree-level
matrix elements, which can be tuned to essentially arbi-
trary accuracy. A consequence of this is that models become
steadily more fine-tuned as the cross-section asymptotically
approaches zero, and therefore steadily more difficult to find
for sampling algorithms. What we see here is evidence of
the additional numerical difficulty of finding such points in
the NUHM1 and NUHM2, due to the additional challenge
of dealing with more dimensions, and a more diverse set of
viable regions of parameter space. However, in models where
the mass parameters unify at a high scale, loop corrections
[340,341] are expected to spoil such carefully-tuned cancel-
lations anyway, holding cross-sections well above the lowest
values that we see in the CMSSM [342]. The fact that we
have found scattering cross-sections as low as 10−60 cm2 in
the CMSSM, but not at quite such low values in the NUHM1
and NUHM2, is therefore ultimately of little physical sig-
nificance. Even if this isn’t physically significant however,
getting as low as 10−60 cm2 in the CMSSM is nonetheless
quite a remarkable numerical feat, made possible only by our
use of Diver. This increases our confidence in the complete-
ness of our sampling in the rest of the parameter space, and
in fits of weak-scale MSSM models [162].
4.4.3 Indirect detection
To assess the discovery prospects for future indirect searches
for DM, in Fig. 21 we show the rescaled zero-velocity anni-
hilation cross-section f 2 · 〈σv〉0, as a function of the mass
of the lightest neutralino. Here f is again the ratio of the
neutralino relic density in the model to the observed relic
density of DM. Note that we implicitly assume here that if
neutralinos are not all of the DM, the other component(s) of
DM cluster in the same way as neutralinos, leading to the
same f cosmologically, in dwarf galaxies and in the local
halo. Although this needn’t be true in general, the general
requirements that DM be cold and (almost) non-interacting
mean that this should be a reasonably good approximation.
The upper left panel of Fig. 21 shows the profile likeli-
hood for the CMSSM, and the remaining panels show the
mechanisms by which models in the CMSSM (bottom left),
NUHM1 (top right) and NUHM2 (bottom right) avoid pro-
ducing too much thermal DM. In the same figure we also
indicate, for comparison, current limits from dwarf galaxy
observations by the Fermi-LAT [220], assuming photon spec-
tra for DM annihilation to b¯b and τ+τ− final states. We also
show projected Fermi limits for b¯b final states [343], assum-
ing 15 years of data on 60 dwarf galaxies (vs 6 years and 15
dwarfs in the current limits). Lastly, we show the projected
sensitivity of CTA after 500 h of observation of the Galactic
halo, also assuming b¯b final states [344]. We note that the
actual (projected) limits depend on the final state, and hence
the lines shown are only indicative for general points in the
CMSSM parameter space. However, as long as the final states
are hadronic, the expected variations remain within a factor
of about three [345].
In general, the largest annihilation cross-sections are
expected for the A/H funnel region, where resonant annihi-
lation boosts σv. All models with annihilation cross-sections
above the canonical thermal value (3×10−26 cm3 s−1) exhibit
resonant annihilation through the A funnel (note that in the
zero-velocity limit, due to the C P properties of the initial
state, only the pseudoscalar resonances can contribute). As
one would expect, all regions above this value in Fig. 21 are
indeed identified as being part of the A/H funnel region,
indicated by the fact that they are shaded orange. Some parts
of these regions are also shaded yellow and/or blue, as some
of the parameter points identified as belonging to the A/H
funnel region also satisfy the necessary mass/composition
conditions to be counted as part of the stau and/or chargino
co-annihilation regions. However, in all regions of overlap
above f 2 · 〈σv〉0 ∼ 3 × 10−26 cm3 s−1, resonant annihila-
tion via the heavy Higgs bosons is the dominant mechanism
in setting the relic density. Most such models exhibit a relic
density below the observed value.17
17 The fact that σv is set by a resonance in the funnel region means that
the present-day annihilation cross-section can be somewhat higher or
lower than during freeze-out; models where 〈σv〉0 > 3×10−26 cm3 s−1
but ch2 matches the observed value exhibit this effect. This allows the
observed relic density to be achieved up to 〈σv〉0 ∼ 7 × 10−26 cm3 s−1
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Fig. 21 The present-day neutralino self-annihilation cross-section.
Upper left: Profile likelihood in the CMSSM. Bottom left: Colour-
coding shows the active mechanism(s) by which CMSSM models avoid
exceeding the observed relic density of DM, through either chargino co-
annihilation, the A/H funnel, or stop co-annihilation. Top right: Colour-
coded regions in the NUHM1, now also featuring stau co-annihilation
(blue). Bottom right: Colour-coded regions of the NUHM2. 95% CL
exclusion limits are overlaid from the 6-year Fermi-LAT search for DM
annihilation in 15 satellite dwarf galaxies [220], assuming dark matter
annihilation to b¯b (yellow solid) and τ+τ− (red solid) final states. We
also show the projected improvement for bb¯ final states with 15 years
of LAT data and four times as many dwarfs [343] (dashed yellow), and
an optimistic projection of the sensitivity to bb¯ final states of a Galactic
halo search for DM annihilation by the upcoming Cherenkov Telescope
Array, assuming 500 h of observations and no systematic uncertainties
[344] (green dashes)
Indeed, most of the high-mass models identified in our
scans as having stau and/or chargino co-annihilation also
exhibit resonant annihilation through the heavy Higgs fun-
nel.18 Indeed, as discussed at the beginning of Sec. 4 in the
context of Fig. 1, above DM masses of around a TeV, chargino
co-annihilation in the CMSSM is unable to deplete the relic
density to the thermal value or below without additional assis-
tance from the A/H resonance – so in fact, all chargino co-
annihilation models above about a TeV are hybrid models
of some kind. This point is confirmed by careful study of
Footnote 17 continued
in the CMSSM, 〈σv〉0 ∼ 10−25 cm3 s−1 in the NUHM1, and 〈σv〉0 ∼
3 × 10−25 cm3 s−1 in the NUHM2.
18 We remind the reader that shaded models are all those that exhibit a
given relic density mechanism – not those that only exhibit that mech-
anism.
all other CMSSM, NUHM1 and NUHM2 plots in this sec-
tion: for mχ  1 TeV, chargino co-annihilation regions only
appear in the presence of the heavy Higgs funnel, indicat-
ing that all high-mass chargino co-annihilation models are
in fact either hybrids with, or completely dominated by, the
heavy Higgs funnel. The NUHM1 and NUHM2 plots also
show that the same situation holds for stau co-annihilation at
mχ  1.5 TeV in the NUHM, which at such masses appears
only in combination with the heavy Higgs funnel.
In the CMSSM, Fermi will generally only probe the
low-likelihood tails of the A/H funnel region and its co-
annihilation hybrid, with the exception of ∼ 1 TeV Higgsinos
(see below). Taking the optimistic predictions of Ref. [344] at
face value, CTA will significantly cut into this region. How-
ever, this ignores the impact of detector and background sys-
tematics. Adding a systematic uncertainty of 1%, the sensi-
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tivity would degrade by a factor of∼ 6 [346], and hence probe
a significantly smaller part of the funnel and/or chargino co-
annihlation region. The stop co-annihilation region, on the
other hand, will remain largely unconstrained in the CMSSM,
even with future indirect detection missions.
Let us stress, however, that indirect detection prospects
will generally be better than indicated by this general discus-
sion. One aspect not taken into account here is the impact of
radiative corrections to the annihilation rate, which are partic-
ularly relevant for large neutralino masses [221,347,348]. In
the stop co-annihilation region, for example, the inclusion of
Higgs–Strahlung off fermion final states can increase the total
annihilation rate by a factor of a few compared to what we
have implemented [348]. Also antiprotons can be an efficient
complementary probe of compressed mass spectra [349]. For
heavy neutralinos with mass-degenerate charginos, another
example is a distinct feature from W+W−γ final states [350],
which adds to the already large monochromatic line signal
from such models [351–353]; such a signal is much more
easily distinguished from astrophysical backgrounds than the
spectrum from b¯b final states assumed for CTA in Fig. 21.
This signal would also appear in observations of the Galactic
Centre well before any dwarf observations shown in Fig. 21
or taken into account in our scans. Last but not least, let
us mention the Sommerfeld effect [354–356], which leads
to a large enhancement in particular for ∼ 1 TeV Higgsino
DM [35,356,357], and which we have not (yet) included in
GAMBIT.
In the NUHM1 and NUHM2, Fermi appears to be just
beginning to constrain A-funnel models at masses of around
1.7 TeV. The various mechanisms to suppress the relic density
are not as well-separated in the 〈σv〉0 – mχ plane in NUHM
models as in the CMSSM, however. As a consequence, all
these mechanisms can be (partially) tested with CTA. We note
that this includes the stau co-annihilation region. The sensi-
tivity curves shown here are overly conservative for such
models, because τ+τ−γ final states will be much more con-
straining than b¯b spectra [358]. Still, even with the most
optimistic assumptions, large parts of the viable parameter
spaces of all of the GUT-scale models that we consider here
will remain impossible to probe with indirect DM searches.
5 Conclusions
In this paper we have presented state-of-the-art profile likeli-
hood global fits to three constrained versions of the minimal
supersymmetric standard model, using GAMBIT. We have
incorporated updated experimental data, additional observ-
ables and improved calculations for many quantities com-
pared to previous global fits. We have also fully explored
the parameter space in which the models are not excluded by
any experimental measurements, specifically including areas
where the neutralino only constitutes a fraction of the dark
matter in the Universe.
In the CMSSM, we show that the stau co-annihilation
region is finally ruled out at more than 95% CL. This comes
about due to Run II LHC constraints, difficulty in fitting the
Higgs mass in this region, and an overall lifting of the iso-
likelihood contours defining the boundaries of this region,
brought about by our improved sampling in this paper and
resulting discovery of what is effectively a better best-fit than
in previous works. The NUHM1 and NUHM2 allow more
freedom, permitting lighter staus and a re-appearance of the
stau co-annihilation region as a source of equally good fits
as other mechanisms for depleting the relic density. Those
include stop co-annihilation, chargino co-annihilation and
resonant annihilation through the A/H funnel. We find that
the chargino co-annihilation region also widens substantially
in the NUHM1 and NUHM2 compared to the CMSSM,
extending to arbitrarily low values of m0.
Current constraints from the LHC push superpartner
masses towards the multi-TeV regime, even if one does not
demand that the lightest neutralino is the only DM species.
The important exceptions are the lightest neutralinos and
charginos, which can still have masses as low as ∼ 100 GeV
without violating any experimental constraints, the lightest
stau, which can be as light as ∼ 200 GeV, and the lightest
stop, which can be as light as ∼ 500 GeV.
Despite very heavy spectra in many parts of the parameter
space, future direct detection experiments will fully explore
the chargino co-annihilation region, encompassing the so-
called ‘focus point’.
We find a region of good fits at large negative trilinear
coupling, where the neutralino relic abundance is set by co-
annihilation with the lightest stop. The trilinear couplings in
this region raise questions about colour- and charge-breaking
vacua, but our tests indicate that large parts of this region
remain unaffected by such considerations. More detailed
investigation would however be interesting. This region has
been properly seen only in very recent fits performed contem-
poraneously with this one [115]. Models in this region feature
quite light stops (∼ 500 GeV), making it very appealing from
the point of view of electroweak naturalness. However, the
stop co-annihilation mechanism requires the neutralino-stop
mass difference to be quite small, which may constitute a
fine-tuning in itself. A more detailed analysis of naturalness
considerations, including a full Bayesian treatment of the fit,
would be illuminating. Models in this region will be chal-
lenging to discover at the LHC, and next to impossible at
direct detection experiments, but are promising targets for a
future linear collider.
We began this study mainly intending to validate the new
generic beyond-the-Standard-Model global fitting frame-
work GAMBIT. In the end however, we have found quite
a few genuinely new and interesting results. This serves to
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illustrate the utility of a modern and adaptive global fitter
such as GAMBIT, where the impacts of different searches
on different models can be easily examined and compared
whilst retaining a consistent treatment of theoretical assump-
tions, systematics, nuisances, scanning algorithms, statistical
approaches, experimental analyses and external code inter-
faces.
All input files, samples and best-fit benchmarks pro-
duced for this paper are publicly accessible from Zen-
odo [163]. The GAMBIT software is available from gam-
bit.hepforge.org.
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